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Sam Gallop CBE volunteered for the Royal AirForce in 1940 as a pilot. In 1944, returningto base in his damaged aircraft, he sustainedvarious injuries resulting in the amputation ofboth legs below the knee, third degree burns,spinal crush fracture, maxillo-facial injuries, botharms were broken, with left ring finger missing,and partial hearing loss amongst otherimpairments. Despite Sam’s misfortune, his goodfortune was that he became a patient of the lateSir Archibald McIndoe at Queen Victoria Hospitalin East Grinstead, and I know that he still feelshonoured and privileged to have become amember of McIndoe’s RAF Medical “Guinea Pig”Club (goo.gl/FWjPW).After the Second World War, Sam studied atBrasenose College, Oxford, graduatingin 1949. He worked from 1949 untilhis retirement in 1977, then pursuingother interests including charitablework. I could say: …and the rest is
history but I know from personalexperience that a significant numberof Sam’s achievements are modestlypassed over, and are not shoutedabout. The satisfaction for Sam is inthe knowledge of a job well done.So here are just a few examples:• The formation of Employment Opportunitiesnow The Shaw Trust – a national charity helpingpeople with disabilities find and retain work,whilst providing a wide range of support andadvice to employers on disability andemployment. This work is supported by thecharity’s Patron, HRH the Duke of Edinburgh.• Sam created Aim Hi, a charity for hearing-impaired students, linked with schools andcolleges in Wandsworth, which also reached outinternationally.• Sam created the emPOWER charitiesconsortium.• He initiated the All Party Associate
Parliamentary Limb Loss Group, for theprevention of limb loss, and the provision ofprosthetic, orthotic, wheelchair and other vitalrehabilitation services in the UK and overseas.

Importantly, Sam took it upon himself to becomethe guardian of the standards and quality for thenational prosthetic and orthotic rehabilitationservices more than 20 years ago, and today stillremains a recognised committed ambassadorand a prominent voice for both international andnational issues surrounding complex disability,in particular limb loss. Sam’s drive,determination and enthusiasm, coupled with hisseemingly never ending innovation andcreativity, continue to play an important role inthe delivery of solutions for often difficult issues. With age comes experience and wisdom, andSam has plenty of both. As a widely respected,trusted and inspirational individual, he is oftenused as a sounding board by many leaderswithin and across the limb losscommunities and service providers ofthe United Kingdom. Sam uses hisnetwork of contacts to instigatediscussion which is very quicklyfollowed up by a plan of action. Hisunstinting and resourceful approachto a problem or issue is unflusteredyet dogged, supportive andsympathetic, enthusiastic but diligent.His unselfishness, enthusiasm,determination and energy would putmany people half his age to shame. This is evenmore impressive in that the work he has done,and continues to do, is almost exclusively onissues that he will not benefit from himself.Sam would want me to add that he could nothave achieved what he has without the supportof his beloved wife Renée, expert surgical andrehabilitation services, and the many skilled andcaring healthcare professionals, friends, tutorsand leaders. I hope this article can in some way“celebrate” Sam, particularly given his recent90th birthday. And so I would finish by sayingthat I believe such individuals are extremely rare,and it continues to be my privilege to know andcollaborate with such a role model and friend!
Steve McNeice (double above knee amputee)

The Patient Voice is not New: PATIENTs have
made their VOICEs heard for over 35 years

Sam Gallop CBE
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We’re proud to bring you this bumperedition of the journal. Fromdesign/development of equipmentand research into preventing pressure ulcersto updates on AQP and commissioning, there isbound to be something of interest to all of you.We’re very pleased to have some contributionsfrom our colleagues/members north ofHadrian’s Wall. If something motivates you tocontribute a story about your own work –please don’t hold back!!I hope you will all read the article by membersof our Strategy and Policy sub-committeeabout Improving Wheelchair Services/AQP, asit pertains to all of you. Particularly note thebits in bold – these highlight areas and ways inwhich we can have important influence.I’m sure you will join me in thanking DavidPorter for his major contribution over the past

seven years as Chair ofthe Research sub-committee. He was aprime mover in gettingthe PMG Research Fundup and running back in2005 and now hands over the reins to the newChair, David Punt, Reader at LeedsMetropolitan University. A big thank you to all our contributors, tothose on the sub-committee who have helpedwith planning, editing and other aspects of thisissue and, as always, to Olwen Ellis.Enjoy!
Carolyn Nichols
Editor

Editorial
Ne
w
s NATIONAL CLINICALGUIDELINES FOR STROKE –

FOURTH EDITIONThe fourth edition of theNational Clinical Guidelines forStroke was published inSeptember 2012. It wasprepared by the Royal Collegeof Physicians IntercollegiateStroke Working Party chairedby Professor Tony Rudd. Thisworking party also overseesthe National Audit Programmefor Stroke. The fourth editionprovides the reader with themost comprehensive coverageof stroke care to date,encompassing the whole of thestroke pathway from acutecare through to longer-termrehabilitation. To purchase goto goo.gl/HxZP

PMG RESEARCH
SUB-COMMITTEE In 2013, the maximum grantobtainable through the PMGresearch fund will be raisedfrom £5,000 to £7,500.www.pmguk.co.uk/pmg-research-funding.html

David Porter who is standing
down as chair of PMG Research

sub-committee after 7 years.

HOT OFF THE PRESS:DH Manual for Prescribed
Specialised Servicesgoo.gl/cDNwO

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR PMG MEMBERSHDTI Posture & MobilityProfessional DevelopmentProgramme Coventry is offering20% off their course fees toPMG members: goo.gl/9eI2m
Please check your PMG
membership status before
booking: goo.gl/oex9E

COMMUNITY EQUIPMENT
CODE OF PRACTICE SCHEME aimed at organisationscommissioning and providingcommunity equipment,including those with clinicaland professionalresponsibilities.goo.gl/OS5Cl
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Awarm hello to you all! I can’t believe it’sbeen six months since I wrote before,but what a busy time it has been.I’ll have to remind myself to keep this short!The time has seen some interestingdevelopments at the Department of Health inrelation to AQP in England, and whileinvitations to participate in discussions stillcome with almost impossibly short timescales,we recognise what a major step forward it isfor us to be invited – and highlights thesignificant political influence we have gained.Too much has happened to write here, but ofcourse we will continue to keep you updatedthrough the journal (see pages 39 to 43),website and e-bulletins.Recently, we attended workshops in Scotlandwith colleagues from both the WheelchairServices and Community sectors. These

meetings emphasized thedepth and breadth ofknowledge and expertiseamongst our Scottishcounterparts, and welook forward to widersharing in the journal and at NTE. Oh dear. I’m out of space already, so it justremains for me to thank our ExecutiveCommittee members, sub-committee members,and Olwen for their ongoing dedication andhard work. Finally, may I wish you all a veryrestful Christmas and a peaceful New Year.With warmest regards,
Clare Wright
PMG Chair

Letter From The Chair
New

s

BRITISH SOCIETY OF
REHABILITATION MEDICINE1. Dr Kyaw Nyein, once part ofthe PMG editorial team, and hisfellow BSRM member, Dr JohnBurn, presented their paper
Management of Complex
Neurological Disability in
Specialist Nursing Homes at theSociety’s June meeting. Todownload go to goo.gl/xXczh2. BSRM will be hosting the
4th UK-Dutch Rehabilitation
Meeting in York in April 2013.Details at www.bsrm.co.uk
“BUILDING THE FUTURE”
29TH INTERNATIONAL SEATING
SYMPOSIUM
March 5th – 9th 2013Nashville, Tennesseegoo.gl/gA6jK

THE SOCIETY FOR RESEARCH IN
REHABILITATIONSRR Winter 2013 Meeting is inBath on February 5th.Details at goo.gl/HD5jL
MARY MASSERY 
“LINKED: BREATHING AND
POSTURAL CONTROL” Following her success at NTE2012 (see Vol 29:1), PMG isco-ordinating a return visit tothe UK by Mary Massery.We will keep you updated viathe PMG website andebulletins, but the provisionalschedule for 2013 is: 
2nd December – London
4th December – Glasgow
6th December – Manchester

GO KIDS GO!
www.go-kids-go.org.uk(formerly the Association ofWheelchair Children) is anational charity whose mainaim is to help youngwheelchair users becomeindependently mobile.They also run AwarenessTraining in mainstreamschools and provide coursesfor health professionals whowork with young wheelchairusers and their families. 
and finally…

Please display the
enclosed NTE flyer
on your notice
board at work.

See you in July!



Introduction – Beijing 2008Our journey into sports seats began in the lead-up to the Paralympic Games, Beijing 2008. DraftWheelchairs referred a rower from the coxlesspairs to Contour886 to discuss custom mouldedseating. I met with James and established that hehad a loss of pelvic alignment, a result of anunderdeveloped left gluteal muscle. This causeda compensatorylean in his upperbody to maintainbalance, whichincreased as hismuscles fatiguedtowards the end ofa race. This resultedin changes toJames’s bodysymmetry during arace, which wasseen todetrimentally affectthe balance of thedouble skull andconsequently the rowing technique. Themoulded thermoplastic seat made byContour886 provided key support, as indicatedin figure 1.

The seat was successful, with both James andhis coach noticing improvements in pelvicstability, upper body balance, and rowingtechnique. Excited by this positive result and theprospect of London 2012, I was keen to see ifany other sports were looking for solutions topostural instability, so I made an approach to UKSport in Dec 2009. Unbeknown to me at that time, UK Sport wasinvolved in a project with the design team atLoughborough to review wheelchair basketballand identify areas for performanceimprovement. UK Sport had commissioned BAESystems to carry out a human factors review ofthe athletes, and their views of basketballwheelchairs, in order to identify areas fordevelopment that would improve performancein time for the 2012 Paralympic Games. Theyapproached this by splitting the wheelchair into13 key sub-systems and formulating acomprehensive questionnaire. The results,

summarised in figure 2, prioritised the seatingsystem for development. Contour886’s involvement in the partnershipfollowed a meeting in January 2011with UKSport and Loughborough to discuss if ourapproach to making the rowing seats could be
Volume 29:2 - Winter 20126

CUSTOM MOULDED SPORTS SEAT

Abstract
This article describes the exciting
journey made by Contour886 from
providing a moulded thermoplastic seat
for a rower in the 2008 Paralympic
Games, to provision of a seat for a
wheelchair basketball player at the
London 2012 Paralympic Games, in
partnership with UK Sport,
Loughborough University Sports
Technology Institute, RGK, and BMW.

Development of custom moulded sports seat
for wheelchair basketball
Phil Swann
Director and Clinical Engineer, Contour886, Watford, Hertfordshire
Email: phil@Contour886.co.uk

Fig 1. Bead bag mould – yellow force arrows
indicate support required to stabilise the red

moment causing rotation of pelvis

Fig 2. Requirements captured
by BAE Systems review
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applied to making a seating system for wheelchairbasketball. 18 months of intense development workfollowed, collaborating with UK Sport, Loughborough,RGK, and BMW, to produce sports seats for six menand five women which delivered improvements insupport, speed, agility, and comfort. The remainder of this article focuses on the story forone of these athletes, Ade Orogbemi.
Assessment and objectivesAde plays guard and his assessment identified him asa physically powerful player, flinging his chair aroundthe court, and able to flip himself back onto hiswheels when he tipped over. Polio as a child left himwith paralysis of his right leg and, as a result, he hassignificantly reduced gluteal and leg mass on theright. When sitting, this asymmetry results ininstability of his pelvis as it rotates down on the right,attempting to stabilise onto a surface. Adecompensated for this in his wheelchair with the useof a chip foam wedge under his right buttock andworking his right abdominal muscles to maintain alevel pelvis. Ade used two ratchet straps to clamp himself into thewheelchair, one positioned mid-thigh, the otherpulling back onto his pelvis at a 45° angle, and he alsoused a webbing strap wrapped round his knees tokeep them together. His feet were positioned underhis thighs with knee flexion of about 100°.

A correctable scoliosis in Ade’s spine, resulting frompoor pelvic support, and the need to maintain balance,was evident. Ade admitted to weaker turning andreach to his right, with an increased risk of tipping on

a right turn. Ade was also aware that, during play, hewould rotate forward with a shift in his pelvic positionto the right. A physical assessment with Ade standing confirmedthat his pelvis was level, with no rotation and someanterior tilt. Ade had full hip flexion with shorterfemur and tibia lengths on the right.
PoSTuraL obJECTivES for SEaTiNG: • Improve pelvic stability in order to:– improve upper body alignment and symmetryover the pelvis– enable improved reach, left and right– improve ability to turn right• Increase comfort• Reduce need to constantly adjust seating position
PErforMaNCE obJECTivES:• Maintain wheelchair agility• Maintain wheelchair speed• Lightweight seating
The bead bag moulding processA basketball wheelchair simulator was designed andmade by Contour886 and Loughborough to enableAde’s existing wheelchair configuration to be matchedfor the purpose of moulding. The principle forces required to stabilise Ade’s pelvisand torso are indicated in figure 5, and table 1describes how the moulding bags were manipulatedto provide that support.Ade transferred between the existing basketball chairand the simulator so he could provide proprioceptiveand other feedback in relation to balance, movement,and propelling technique, thus assessing the

Fig 4. Ade’s existing basketball seating

Fig 3. Free body diagram indicating
principle forces affecting Ade’s posture
R = moment causing rotation of pelvis
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effectiveness of the moulded support.Palpation and observation were used tocheck anatomic symmetry: level pelvis,no rotation, straight spine, levelshoulders, and torso balanced overpelvis.
Production of a sports seatA significant factor in meeting the performanceobjectives was the collaboration between UK Sport,Loughborough, Contour886, and RGK. As a result ofthis partnership, a methodology was produced tocapture critical measures from the moulding processthat enabled RGK to build a frame in parallel toproduction of the custom moulded seat byContour886, such that Ade’s position within thebasketball wheelchair frame would be optimal. Ade’s bead bag mould was used to manufacture aforming tool. An evazote inner liner andpolypropylene outer shell were thermoformed overthis tool to produce a seat. Polypropylene was chosendue to the following material characteristics:• lightweight• high tensile strength• impact resistant• high compressive strength• resistant to stress cracking• retains stiffness and flex These features were particularly important for the seatto withstand the complex stresses and strains ofwheelchair basketball. A spacer cover was upholsteredto offer comfort and wick moisture. The thermoformedseat was interfaced successfully to the basketball

wheelchair frame and, by July 2011, Ade started aperiod of testing during training and match play. It was around this time that BMW, as the Paralympicsofficial sponsor, offered to manufacture a seat usingtheir in-house rapid manufacture expertise. A meetingat BMW’s factory in Munich followed to discuss thepossibility of using sintering technology. Thistechnique uses digital data, describing a 3D product,to control a laser that fuses powdered material layerupon layer, to build a product. The principle benefit ofthis process was seen to be the ability to control thedesign and production engineering process, whichcould lead to improvements in material performance.A 3D scan of Ade’s thermoformed seat (figure 6) was

Fig 5. Principle forces to stabilise posture
P = pelvic block, PR and RR = support to

counter moment R (see Fig 3),
T = torso support

Table 1. Description of support profile built into moulding bags

Pelvis Build up under right buttock to compensate forlack of muscle mass with bi-lateral hip supportto counter pelvic rotation down on right. Ischialshaping to discourage slipping forward. Pelvicstrap to pull back at 45°.
Thighs Approximately 10° of ramping with bi-lateralthigh support to maintain hips in adduction andreduce thigh movement during play. Strap tofront of seat to pull knees together.
Lower limbs Foot support position to give 100° knee angle,with a build up under right foot to compensatefor a shorter leg length. Foot straps and lateralsupport to reduce foot movement.
Torso Sacral support to maintain neutral pelvis.Posterior gluteal asymmetry accommodated tomaintain pelvis forward facing. Lumbar supportthrough to lower ribs, with the top rolled out toallow torso extension over the top of the backsupport. Firm bi-lateral thoracic supportpushing in the region of the obliques up to thefalse ribs. Greater support applied to right sideto maintain a straight spine.

Fig 6. 3D scan of Ade’s seat
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taken and CAD used to produce the necessary digitaldata to enable BMW to make a prototype. BMW produced a sintered seat fromthis data using a material calledDuraForm, which has similarmaterial properties topolypropylene. A second basketballwheelchair was made by RGK inMarch 2012 and the sintered seatinterfaced to it so Ade could trial thenew seat (figure 7).
OutcomesSubjective and objective outcomemeasures were used to evaluate theeffectiveness of the custommoulded seat for Ade.
obJECTivE ouTCoMES:Sprint and agility tests were used by LoughboroughUniversity Sports Technology Institute to measure theperformance outcomes. The sprint test measuredstraight-line speed and acceleration over a 20m run.Ade started from a stationary position with the aim ofcompleting the course in the fastest possible time.The agility test measured multidirectional sprintingperformance. Ade had a 5m rolling start before timingcommenced, and accelerated for a further 9m beforeperforming a sharp turn (approximately 230˚). Adethen manoeuvered himself back through three morecones in a slalom fashion to complete the course.Performance of the test runs alternated between aright turn at the top cone and a left turn at the topcone to assess manoeuverability evenly. The mean time taken to complete each test over aseries of four to six runs was used to measureperformance. The results with the new seat and chairover a six month period for Ade showed: • Increased speed agility test – time decreased from10.1s to 9.94s• Increased speed straight line test – time decreasedfrom 5.11s to 4.97s
SubJECTivE ouTCoMES:Feedback from Ade and his coach were recorded overthe period of testing:• Total confidence turning as quickly to right as left• Total stability and comfort, no fiddling with bits offoam to get support right• Reduction in the number of straps required tostabilise position in the seat from three to one• Decreased time to get back up on wheels when chairtips over• Increased control righting wheelchair when at the

point of tipping over• Increased control manoeuvring through players,resulting in fewer fouls.The International WheelchairBasketball Federation delivered highpraise for the project, stating that“the new seat design is a significantstep forward in the technical aspectsof the wheelchair for the sport. It isan innovative idea and one that hasnot been seen anywhere in theworld before. I’m sure that it willhave a huge impact especiallyamongst the lower point players tohave a better seating platform andmore control over their chairs.” Ade Orogbemi said, “the new seathas improved my game enormouslyfrom how I was playing in my oldchair. The stability it allows me to have now gives methe ability to turn quickly both going right and leftwhich I was unable to do before. The extra speed itgives me around the court makes it easier to defendagainst the best attacking sides in the world, to give usthat unique advantage. I believe it is allowing me toplay my best ever basketball, which is not only goodfor me but for the whole team.”

There is so much more to report from this project, butI hope this article gives a flavour of the improvementsin equipment design and manufacture that benefittedsome of the athletes competing in the 2012 basketballParalympics. This is a great news story for UKinnovation where partnership between UK Sport,Loughborough, Contour886, RGK, and BMW haspushed the boundaries of performance seating. 
With special thanks to: uK Sport, Loughborough
university Sports Technology institute, rGK, bMW,
and baE Systems.

Fig 7. Elite basketball wheelchair
and custom sintered seat

Fig 8. Ade powering ahead for the basket



Having visited the Olympic Park twiceduring the Olympic Games and had afantastic experience on both occasions,I was intrigued to see how the Paralympicexperience would match up. Arriving in the Parkin time to hear the roar from the Aquatic Centreas Ellie Symonds broke another world record inher 400m S6 freestyle heat, we knew this wasgoing to be anequally amazingday out, and thatthe atmospherewould easily rivalwhat we hadexperienced a fewweeks earlier.Our day pass meantthat we couldaccess tennis, basketball, seven-a-side football,and goalball. A check of the schedule revealedthat, if we planned well, we could spend most ofthe day cheering on team GB and get a taste ofall the sports on offer. 

Our first stop was wheelchair tennis, where wewatched Marc McCarroll playing for team GBagainst number 14 seed Tom Egberink of theNetherlands. After giving a quick lesson to myhusband on the effects of wheel camber and axleposition, we settled in, and soon were absorbedin the match. The speed with which the matchprogressed was phenomenal, and only on a fewoccasions did the allowed second bounce getused. Despite the best efforts and determinationof McCarroll, Egberink won in two sets, 6-4, 6-3.The support of the crowd, and the level ofinterest in the sport, were outstanding; this washighlighted later in the day when we spottedPeter Norfolk in the Olympic Park with a crowdof people eager for autographs.Our next stop was one of the main highlights ofthe day for team GB supporters: the women’swheelchair basketball, GB v Brazil. The queue toget into the arena was unprecedented, and weluckily got in just as the national anthems werestarting. What followed was a brilliant displayof athleticism, speed, skill and tactics – as wellas the amazing sight of the players gettingthemselves and their chairs upright after falls,and the speed of wheel changes for punctures.For the majority of the match everyone in thecrowd was kept on the edge of their seats, withthe flag waving and cheering at maximum.Both teams used their points system to keep abalance of abilities and skill on the courts at alltimes. Brazil took an early lead of four at theend of the first quarter but GB kept up the paceto trail only by two come half-time. By the endof the third quarter Brazil led 31-27 andmaintained this lead until GB came back in thefinal minutes to score four baskets and take afour point lead. A final free-throw led to a 42-37win for GB which was vital for them to progressto the next stage of the competition. They wererewarded by cheers from the crowd and I leftthe arena having witnessed one of thehighlights of all my Olympic and Paralympicviewing.
Volume 29:2 - Winter 201210

PARALYMPIC GAMES

Abstract
At the end of another successful NTE,
I was surprised to hear my name called
out as the Last Person Standing – the
lucky winner of 4 Paralympic Games day
passes, courtesy of Ottobock.

THE PARALYMPIC GameS
– A DAY OF ATHLETIC EXCELLENCE
Rhiannon Mycock (Winner of The Last Person Standing at NTE 2012)
Senior Rehabilitation Engineer, Queen Mary’s Hospital, Roehampton
Email: rhiannon.mycock@stgeorges.nhs.uk

The thrilling wheelchair basketball match
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Continuing with the theme of 2012 hosts v 2016hosts, we watched the men’s seven-a-side football atthe Riverbank Arena. In the seven-a-side version ofthe sport the athletes have neurological impairments,such as cerebral palsy or traumatic brain injury.The players are classified according to their level ofimpairment, and the team has to be composed ofcertain numbers from each classification. Brazil wasclearly dominant throughout the match, and the finalscore was 3-0 to Brazil.Our final sport for the day was goalball in the CopperBox. As we were not able to cheer on team GB, wewatched Algeria v China. After hours of cheering foranything and everything, the requirement for uttersilence during play made for a change in atmosphere.It was amazing to see how, without sight, the playerswere able to successfully defend and target using theirother senses. There were plenty of attacks and penaltyshoots due to high balls, but both teams were sosuccessful in defending that, at the end of the first half,the score was 1-0 to China and this score was helduntil the end of the game. After a brilliant day of sport we all left feeling that theParalympic Games had more than matched up to our

Olympic experience. The determination and tenacityof these exceptional athletes created a thrilling day ofentertaining live sport for those of us lucky enough tobe there.

Marc McCarroll – singles wheelchair tennis

In September 2007, an agreement wassigned by Peter Abraham, Lord Mayor ofBristol, and Kip Keino, chair of theKenyan Olympic Committee, confirming thatBristol would act as hosts to the KenyanOlympic and Paralympic teams during theirpre-games preparations for London 2012. For a week in the lead-up to the ParalympicGames a squad of 14 Kenyan Paralympicathletes and six guide runners were based inUWE’s student village. Delegates at PMG’sNational Training Event will be staying herein July 2013 – sadly the musicians will havegone.The spacious bathroom shown is in theadapted accommodation at the studentvillage.

University of West of England (UWE)
and London 2012



Cerebrovascular event (CVE), orcerebrovascular accident (CVA), aremedical terms for stroke. A stroke isdefined by the World Health Organisation (WHO)as a clinical syndrome characterised by rapidlydeveloping clinical symptoms and/or signs offocal and, at times,global (applied topatients in deepcoma and thosewith subarachnoidhaemorrhage) lossof cerebral function,with symptomslasting more than24 hours or leadingto death, with noapparent causeother than that ofvascular origin(Hatano 1976). A TIA or transient ischaemic attack (sometimescalled a mini stroke) has similar presentingsigns and symptoms to a stroke. However, in thecase of TIA, these resolve within a 24 hr period.A TIA often acts as a precursor to a stroke andshould therefore be taken seriously andreported to a GP as soon as possible 
THERE ARE TWO TYPES OF STROKE: An iSCHEMiC stroke is caused by the bloodsupply to an area of the brain being cut off. Thiscan be either embolic, i.e. caused by a clotformed elsewhere in the circulatory systemmaking its way to the brain and blocking avessel; or thrombotic, where blood flow isimpaired because of a clot forming in the vesselsof the brain itself. This latter type of strokeaccounts for 70-80% of all strokes.A HEMorrHaGiC stroke is caused by bleedingwithin the brain itself (intracerebralhaemorrhage), or in or around the membrane

surrounding the brain (subarachnoidhaemorrhage). This type of stroke occurs whena blood vessel breaks. This may be due totrauma or excessive internal pressure.Stroke patients may present with a variety ofsigns and symptoms, including functional loss ofability, cognitive processing difficulties(receptive or expressive), behavioural andvisual disturbances. There are often reports ofsudden headaches, disturbances of speech,dizziness or loss of balance and co-ordination,with numbness or weakness in the face, hands,arms, or legs especially affecting one side of thebody.In many people who are affected there is often adisturbance or imbalance of tone in the muscleson the affected side of the body compared withthe patient’s ‘normal’ non-affected side. Thisdisturbance affects the body’s ability to performfunctional and bilateral movements, having amajor impact on postural control in sitting andstanding, and can affect midline awareness andbody image. Seating and 24-hour positioning are primaryconsiderations for all those involved withrehabilitation of stroke affected patients, andthose with other ongoing neurological
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ADAPTING BACKRESTS FOR CVE

Abstract
This cross-disciplinary team has
developed an easily-deliverable seating
solution to promote comfort and lateral
support. Used for clients affected by CVE,
it allows fitment to the wheelchair
without the need for adaptations – such
as converting to fixed backrest posts –
where modular systems fail to
simultaneously maintain lateral control
and provide contured support.

ADAPTING TENSION ADJUSTABLE BACKRESTS
FOR WHEELCHAIR USERS WITH CVE
Peter Lane Marion May
Senior Rehab Engineer Senior Specialist Seating Therapist
Email: peter.lane1@nhs.net Email: marion.may@nhs.net

Fig. 1
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disturbances. For these patients to recover theiroptimum potential of function and movement, and toprevent the occurrence of deformities andcontractures, midline awareness and normalmovement patterns need to be encouraged andreinforced.When training external therapists to assess, or whenassessing for and providing stroke patients’ mobilityequipment, our seating team would often use theQbitus Backbrau and wedges (Fig. 1). These, inconjunction with Qbitus armpads and a contouredpressure cushion, make an easy-to-use and managefirst point-of-call seating system for patients,promoting and maintaining midline awareness andsymmetrical positioning.However we had concerns regarding the use of thistype of proprietary equipment. Often we found thatthe Qbitus wedges were too big and bulky for patients,pushing them forward from the back canvas, thuslosing seat depth in the chair. We also noticed that thefirm back of the Backbrau – which for some clientspromoted improved tonal control – did not allow foraccommodation of the premorbid posturaldeformities which often exist in the more elderlypopulation. 

For these clients with a more compromised seatedposition it was necessary to create something whichwould allow accommodation of the primarily kyphoticpostures and yet still offer some lateral control. Thiswould help prevent the tonal trunk asymmetry whichis often the outcome of a stroke and can cause apositional scoliosis if it becomes fixed. We decided that the best way these clients could besupported was to use a tensionable backrest (Fig. 2) –originally the Xtasy Backrest, an accessory designed,named, and sold by Exeter Industrial Services (now

Pluss). This has five 50mm webbing belts stitched toan inner assembly which fits over the backposts. Thebelts are secured and adjusted with velcro and a tri-glide covered with a padded throw. This version hadpiping on each side of the front surface (no picture). We first adapted this by adding velcro loops to thefront of the throw to allow the use of Backbrauwedges. Initially this gave some better results,allowing an accommodative shape with laterals. Butthe Backbrau wedges were still too intrusive.We therefore decided to integrate a form of lateralsupport by designing slimmer triangular wedges to beattached by velcro under the backrest throw on eitherside of the backrest, thus utilizing the backpost canesas vertical supports (Fig. 3). The laterals werepositioned to be set approximately 25-50mm belowthe axilla and to go down to 50-75mm below thearmrests. This positioning then allowed the laterals towithstand the side loads without moving. These are farless obtrusive and almost hidden from view (Fig. 4).
Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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A need for modification to this system occurred whenwe encountered clients who would benefit from awider chair – often necessary with modular seating –but whose environment posed obstacles such asnarrow doorways which prevented the supplying of awider chair. A problem which many of these clientsencounter is that the chair’s metal back posts impingeon their back and shoulders, often causing discomfortand, in some cases, pressure problems. We decided to elongate the top section of thetensionable back throw to form two wraparoundwings which we used to cover and pad the backpostcanes (Figs. 5 & 6). By incorporating this padding intothe shape of the backrest itself we were able to use thebackposts of the chair as a lateral control, giving abroader area of contact and allowing the use of thenarrower chair where the wider one would haveinitially been the clinical option of choice. 

As a further modification we’ve created bespokedesigns: •We can vary the length and width settings of thestraps in the tensionable back to allow increasedcontouring. 

• We are able to pad the front of the straps withmemory foam (attached by velcro) to accommodatehyperlordotic postures or to promote a lumbarlordosis or sacral block if required. • We can add different grades and thicknesses of foamto the throw, including viscose type memory foamwhere a client’s spinous processes are prominent andtissue is vulnerable.

An added benefit of using this system of seating is thatpatients have increased autonomy; for comfort theyare able to ask their carers to alter the posturalcontrol slightly if required by varying the tension onthe straps in the backrest, or to open up the hip angleto promote a recline in the seating if they becometired when seated.The development and redesign of the Xtasy back hasallowed a flexible system of support which can beeasily fitted by approved repairers, although ourexperience shows initial adjustment is best done bythe prescribing therapist or rehabilitation engineer.Where contouring is required, the clinical outcomeachieved with this redesign can exceed the outcomeobtainable with proprietary modular backrestsupports. In addition, it is user-friendly, easilyadjustable, and cost-effective.

Fig. 5

Fig. 6
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DRIVING TO LEARN

BACKGROUNDEven though there is research pointing out thebenefits of powered mobility for people withstroke, very few of them are provided with apowered wheelchair on discharge fromrehabilitation centres (Mountain et al, 2010a &2010b). Provision of powered mobility devicesis directed by considerations about howlimitations in perception, cognition, visualattention, and executive function may influencethe ability to operate a powered wheelchairsecurely and skilfully (Turton et al, 2009;Mountain et al, 2010b). However, clinicalguidelines give no clear recommendations onthe choice of interventions (Ting et al, 2011).In stroke rehabilitation it is well known that thepersistence of spatial neglect and cognitiveimpairment is a negative indicator for recovery(Parton & Husain, 2004; Cumming et al, 2009;Ting et al, 2011). During a previous project named Driving to
Learn, a special powered wheelchair wasdeveloped which had characteristicsappropriate for users with cognitive limitationsand attention deficits, and it was equipped witha ‘one-for-all’ seating unit that could quickly beadjusted from child to adult size without usingany hand tools (Nilsson & Eklund, 2006). Theproject studied what could be achieved ifchildren and adults with profound cognitivedisabilities got the opportunity to practice in apowered wheelchair (Nilsson & Nyberg, 2003;Nilsson, 2007). In addition to the target groupof 45 participants with profound cognitivedisabilities, two reference groups – one with 17typically developing infants and another with64 participants with other degrees of cognitivedisabilities – were engaged for comparison ofindicators of achievements (Nilsson et al,2011). During the project, it was observed thatin three participants with stroke and spatialneglect (two men and a woman, aged 63 to 86years) who were included in the latterreference group, their neglect symptoms faded

away in just a few sessions. These promisingfindings initiated the pilot study described inthis paper.
AIM OF STUDYThe aim of this pilot study was to explore theeffects of using the method Driving to Learn in aspecial powered wheelchair in the sub-acutephase after stroke with spatial neglect. 
LITERATURE REVIEW
SPaTiaL NEGLECTThe term spatial neglect is interchangeably usedwith visual neglect, hemispatial neglect,unilateral neglect,and visualinattention, and itis characterised bya failure to report,orient to, orrespond to eventsin thecontralesionalhemispace (Ting etal, 2011; Cumminget al, 2009). Righthemisphere lesionsmore often lead tosevere andenduring neglectthan lesions in theleft hemisphere(Parton et al,2004). Manypatients withstroke are unawareof their spatialneglect and arethus not able toconsciously modifytheir behaviour byturning their gaze towards the neglectedhemispace (Parton et al, 2004; Ting et al, 2011). 

Abstract
This paper describes a pilot study aimed
at exploring the effects of using the
Driving to Learn method in the sub-acute
phase after stroke with spatial neglect.
Five participants, aged 40-82 years, 10
days to 10 months post stroke with right
hemisphere lesions and spatial neglect,
did one test trial in a TIRO, a special
powered wheelchair for people with
cognitive disabilities. The trials applied
principles for practice that were found to
be appropriate for people with stroke
and spatial neglect during the Driving to
Learn project. All five participants
obtained remarkably increased levels of
alertness and ability to sustain attention
during the trial. In three of them the
observable signs of spatial neglect in
forward navigation tasks had
disappeared after a trial of 40 to 60
minutes.
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iNTErvENTioNS Existing interventions aim to utilise remaining brainfunction (compensation), adaptation orenvironmental modification (substitution), orretraining of the brain function (restitution) (Ting etal, 2011). Trials with prism adaptation and virtualreality have been promising but are not yetrecommended interventions for clinical practice(Parton et al, 2004; Ting et al, 2011).
NEuroPLaSTiCiTyThe adult brain has the ability to reorganize andreconstruct after an injury (Kolb & Campbell Teskey,2010; Ting et al, 2011). Complex environments andexperiences can affect the synaptic organisation in thebrain, and the modification of the neural networksunderlying behaviours is reflected by changes in spinedensity and dendritic length; when there areindications of learning, there must have been a changein the neural networks responsible for the learning;conversely, for behaviour to change there must be aneurological change (Kolb & Campbell Teskey, 2010).However, the difference, and therefore the challenge,in rehabilitation of an adult with brain injurycompared to a child is to modify neural networksalready shaped and stable after a lifetime ofexperiences. The adult brain also has some naturalsystem preventing neural generation, as new cellswould disrupt the experienced neural networkunderlying perception, memory, and behaviour (Kolb& Campbell Teskey, 2010). 
aTTENTioNaL NETWorKSAttentional processes like orienting, alerting, andexecutive control interact in the preparation of quickand accurate responses to incoming information by

selecting relevant, and ignoring irrelevant, stimuli(Chica et al, 2012). Visual attention is controlled byboth cognition(top-down factors such as knowledge,expectations, and goals) and bottom-up factorsreflecting sensory stimulation. Patients with spatialneglect have deficits in searching, detecting, andreorienting (shifting attention) to behaviourallyrelevant stimuli outside the focus of actual processing,rather than in top-down goal-directed orienting(Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Posner, 2012). Thereare studies showing that persistence of neglect ispredicted by the degree of impairment of sustainedattention, and that alertness training can improvespatial deficits (Parton et al, 2004; Chica et al, 2012).
SPaTiaL NEGLECT aND LEarNiNG PoWErED
WHEELCHair uSEIt is a well-known phenomenon that people withspatial neglect veer to one side when driving awheelchair; there is less known about how tointervene to reduce this consequence of the neglect(Turton, 2009). A study by Mountain et al (2010)found that many people with stroke, also with spatialneglect, could learn to operate powered wheelchairsin a safe and skilled manner. All 10 participants intheir study made improvements within only 2.5 hoursof appropriate training. 
METHODSThe pilot study was the first part of an implementationstudy of the new intervention, Driving to Learn, carriedout at a unit with medical and stroke rehabilitationfacilities at Gällivare Hospital (Fig. 1) in the northernpart of Sweden. In agreement with the occupationaltherapists at the unit, a convenience sample wasrecruited for the pilot trials. The five engagedparticipants, aged from 40 to 82 years, had their stroke10 days, 21 days, 2 months, 2.5 months, and 10 monthsbefore their trial in a powered wheelchair, and they allhad a right-sided hemispheric lesion.
PoWErED WHEELCHairTIRO (Fig. 2), the powered wheelchair speciallydesigned for practice with people with cognitivedisabilities (Permobil, leaflet), was used for the trials.It has a ‘one-for-all’ seating unit which can be easilyadapted to people of different sizes. The joystick ismounted in the middle of a Plexiglas tray mounted onthe armrests; this placement not only allows for bothright- and left-hand operation, it also means that theoperating tool is in the midline of the visual field. Theseating unit provides a stable upright workingposition with the tray supporting both forearms,which impacts on trunk, neck, and head stability. Theelectronics are specially programmed to provideimmediate response and to make it possible to driveFig 1. Gällivare Hospital
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very slowly with low torque, allowing safer collisions.The chair is also equipped with a mechanical bumperto protect legs and feet, and the environment.
PraCTiCE of DriviNG To LEarNInitially each participant had time to relate to the trialleader (LN) and to recognise and test the functions ofthe powered wheelchair. This took place in a largecombined kitchen and living room (Fig. 3), with spaceto explore what happened when the joystick waspulled or pushed in different directions. A test ofdriving into things at the lowest speed was made toreduce anxiety and get the bodily experience of acollision. Testing also included driving a couple ofdecimetres forward or backward and stopping oninstruction. After the introduction the participants were observedwhen driving a route around the ward, navigatingstraight along corridors, passing doorways, beingdistracted by noise and unexpected events, meetingpeople, making turns to the left and to the right. Basedon interpretation of the observations, an individuallyadapted practice followed for each of the participants.
MaiN PriNCiPLES for PraCTiCE: • Start at low speed and increase speed in agreementwith the participant; or ask what speed theparticipant wants for a specific task.• Begin with tasks at a simple level and go toincreasingly more complex task levels.• Regularly shift between forward and backwarddriving, leftward-rightward turning, andclockwise/counter-clockwise circling.• Allow veering, collisions, and other low-riskincidents, but stop the driving immediately at anincident and start a dialogue, giving feedback tofacilitate the participant’s reflection about what took

place by asking questions like: “What happened?”“Why did it happen?” “How can you avoid it happeningagain?” • After every dialogue, agree on which speed and levelof complexity to go on with; or give time for a shortstand-still in the powered wheelchair beforeproceeding with practice; or set the speed lower andselect a simpler task.• Adjust speed and tasks to provide the ‘just-right’challenge for the participant.• Encourage the participant to present own ideas onappropriate, more fun, or more difficult tasks, ifpossible building the session up using collaborationand dialogue. 
ExaMPLES of TaSKS• Shifting between driving forward and drivingbackward, for longer distances in a corridor.• Driving around corridor corners towards the left andtowards the right; and through doorways. • Driving in a circle round a big rectangular table inthe kitchen with plenty of space around it; ornavigating in a circle round a billiard table in atraining room with little space around it, making thenavigation more difficult. An example of increasing the level of complexity withparticular regard to spatial neglect:1. Driving forward in circles clockwise, with the tableto the participant’s right, in the ipsilesional visual field. 2. Driving forward in circles counter-clockwise, withthe table to the participant’s left, in the contralesionalvisual field. 3. Driving backward counter-clockwise, with the tableto the right in the direction of movement (in theipsilesional visual field).4. Driving backward clockwise, with the table to theleft in the direction of movement (in thecontralesional visual field).

Fig. 3 Relating and testing area

Fig 2. TIRO
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MEaSurEMENT aND fiELD NoTESThe instrument for assessment of the process oflearning joystick use developed during the Driving to
Learn project (Nilsson et al, 2011) was used duringthis pilot project to measure powered wheelchair useat the start and end of a session. This instrumentassesses eight phases of learning in each of thefollowing eight categories: activity form, behaviourand activity, hand and arm movement, consciousnessof joystick use, alertness, motive, driving style, andexpression. To illustrate, the phases of learning in thecategory of driving style are:1. Guided or accidental; 2. Keep on driving afterrelease of guidance; 3. Self-initiated voluntary;4. Intentional, intended, destined; 5. Experimental,explorative; 6. Goal-directed but unskilled; 7. Masteryof steering; and 8. Secure, skilled navigation.Each trial was observed by two or more occupationalor physical therapists acquainted with the participant,and field notes were taken on their commentariesregarding actual performance compared to previoustreatment and recovery of spatial neglect.
RESULTS/FINDINGSA general finding of the trials was that all fiveparticipants showed a remarkably increased alertnessand ability to sustain attention compared to what theyrevealed in other interventions and activities. Three participants (21 days, 2 months, and 10 monthspost stroke, aged 40 to 72 years) in 40 to 60 minutesstopped veering to the left while driving forwards in acorridor; managed taking both right and left turnswithout coming too close to the corner; took a centredposition while driving through doorways; andmanaged to drive around a rectangular table bothclockwise and counter-clockwise without collidingwith the furniture. Measurement at start of thesession: 4-5; at end: 6-7; alertness and attentionincreased rapidly but fluctuated with tasks’ level ofcomplexity; initially stops were needed to re-establishsustained attention but, at the end, attention hadbecome more stable.One participant (10 days post a second stroke, aged80 years) in 60 minutes went from not being able tocooperate in transfer, not interacting and keeping eyesshut, not understanding the function of the joystick, tobecoming alert, cooperative, responding tocommunication, and driving the powered wheelchairforward around a table. Measurement at start ofsession: 2; at end: 5-6. Alertness and attentionincreased continually over the session.One participant (2.5 months post stroke, aged 82

years) had a most severe spatial neglect withadditional sensory and cognitive deficits, and at restheld his head stiffly turned to the right. In 30 minuteshe went from being uncooperative and notunderstanding the function of the joystick to trying tomake the wheelchair move in a forward direction inthe corridor, holding his head in a straight/forwardposition. However, he did not turn his head across themid-line more than twice; this was during a dialogueafter colliding into the left wall of a corridor.Measurement at start of session: 2; at end: 3-4.Alertness rose markedly but he got tired quite quickly.It was noted that all the occupational and physicaltherapists commented in the field notes that theparticipants had not showed this level of alertness andattention in any other activity. 
DISCUSSIONThe findings from this pilot study are encouraging, asthree out of five participants in one trial of 40 to 60minutes made a shift from neglecting informationfrom the contralesional hemispace to increasedattention to both visual fields. This indicates that thenew intervention, Driving to Learn, might be beneficialfor people with stroke and spatial neglect.Explanations for the positive findings may be relatedto the nature of powered wheelchair use, which is‘multitasking in motion’ - it is an activity that requiresalertness and sustained attention, activates sensory-motor functions, and involves mobility in interactionwith objects, people, and environment. Therefore theintervention involved factors affecting synapticorganisation such as complex environments, sensoryand motor experience, task learning, and play (Kolband Campbell Teskey, 2010). Also, the use of specifictasks targeting the visual attention deficit and instantdialogic feedback to signs of neglect may haveenhanced the outcome. The intervention generally started at a simple,undemanding level of powered mobility use at lowspeed, and increasingly moved to more complex,demanding levels at higher speed. At every moment ofa session, the level of demand was adapted to userreactions and performance. The intervention was alsocharacterised by frequent shifts between speedsetting, directions, turns and tasks. Shifting inbetween task sets is effortful and demands attention(Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). Thus speed and theperformance of tool use in an increasingly complexenvironment may have influence on the increasedability to sustain attention but also to shift focus ofattention. The safe collisions (which are an importantbottom-up influence) and the instant dialogic
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feedback (which is an important top-down influence)were directing attention to behaviourally relevantinformation in both visual fields (Corbetta andShulman, 2002; Posner, 2012), thereby facilitatingreflections, increasing self-awareness, and enhancingexecutive control (Ting et al, 2011).The findings of this pilot study are in line with thepositive findings of Mountain et al (2010b) who alsofound that, with the use of appropriate tasks fortraining, people with stroke and spatial neglect couldlearn to use a powered wheelchair.However, the findings should be interpreted withcaution as this is a pilot study with few participants,and the findings may depend on each of the studiedparticipant’s cause of deficits, spatial neglect severity,any combination of additional impairments, and thelength of time passed post-stroke. Stroke with spatialneglect is a heterogeneous phenomenon withindividual presentation of deficits depending on thesite of lesion in the brain (Parton et al, 2004; Ting etal, 2011). Also age influences the possibility ofrecovery and neural re-organization (Kolb andCampbell Teskey, 2010). 
CONCLUSIONSIn stroke patients with spatial neglect, taking part inappropriately planned sessions of poweredwheelchair use may rapidly improve alertness andability to sustain and shift attention between relevantlocations of interest in both visual fields. A largerstudy is needed to confirm the encouraging findingsand to explore if the effects are long- lasting, and ifthey influence activities in daily living andindependence.
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Nature Reviews, 3, 201-215. Doi:10.1038/nrn755– Cumming, T.b., Plummer-D’Amato, P., Linden, T., &Bernhardt, J. (2009). Hemispatial neglect andrehabilitation in acute stroke. Archives of Physical and
Medical Rehabilitation, 90, 1931-1936.Doi:10.1016/j.apmr.2009.04.022– Kolb, B., & Campbell Teskey, G. (2010). Age,experience, injury, and the changing brain.
Developmental Psychobiology, 54, 311-325.Doi:10.1002/dev.20515
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Following stroke, the deficit of unilateralneglect (also referred to as spatial neglect,
hemi-inattention and the neglect

syndrome, amongst other terms) is associatedwith poor outcome with affected patientsrelatively unlikely to relearn to walk (Buxbaumet al., 2004). The outlook for regainingindependent mobility is made still worse by thegeneral inability of patients with unilateralneglect to effectively use a power chair, a devicethat is known to have a profoundly positiveimpact on the quality of life of disabledindividuals (Davies et al., 2003; Woods &Watson, 2003). Indeed, the presence ofunilateral neglect normally excludes individualsfrom even accessing assessment for a powerchair (Frank et al., 2000).Defined as an inability to report, respond ororient to stimuli presented on the side of spaceopposite a brain lesion (Heilman et al., 1985),patients with unilateral neglect are typicallyunaware (or less aware) of events taking placeon one side (the contralesional side) of space.Studies have confirmed the clinical observationthat affected patients tend to bump intoobstacles on this side when navigating aroundtheir environment (Webster et al., 1989; Punt etal., 2008). It is known that some patients will improvetheir ability to use a power chair with practiceearly after stroke (Dawson & Thornton, 2003;Mountain et al., 2010). Furthermore,interventions have been developed to improvethe skills of affected patients in the morechronic stages (Punt et al., 2011; Jacquin-Courtet al., 2008). However, it remains the case thatthe vast majority of affected patients will notaccess powered mobility, and those who do willnormally be found to be unsafe navigatingaround their environment. 

The development of new technology may offerthe prospect of improving access to poweredmobility for patients with unilateral neglect.Around the world, numerous groups havedeveloped ‘smart’ technology for power chairs(see Simpson, 2005 for a review) but aneffective and affordable solution for patientswith unilateral neglect remains elusive.We recently tested the navigational skills of ninepatients with unilateral neglect on an obstaclecourse in a rehabilitation centre. We alsoassessed the impact of a collision-avoidancesystem (known as the Anti-Bump System or ABS)on these same patients. The ABS was developeda number of years ago by the Special ControlsService – part of the Posture and MobilityService at the West Midlands RehabilitationCentre – and supplied with some success to achild with cerebral palsy who displayed generalinattention to his surroundings whilst drivinghis chair. The system allows normal use of apower chair via joystick control. However, aseries of infra-red sensors mounted on the chair(see Fig. 1) can be triggered when an obstacle isin close proximity and, through communicationwith the control system of the chair,momentarily turns the chair away from theobstacle, the chair then returning to normaljoystick control by the user. As such, the systemappeared to have particular utility to improveperformance for patients with unilateralneglect.Our tests revealed some promising results.Patient performance on the obstacle course wasmeasured by counting the number and side oferrors. In addition, and in common with anearlier study investigating wheelchairnavigation (Webster et al., 1989), we separatederrors into ‘direct hits’ (i.e. head-on collisionswhere the front of the chair collided with an
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obstacle) and ‘side swipes’ (i.e. where an obstacle wasavoided by the front of the chair but was stilldisturbed by a more posterior part of the chair). Across the nine patients tested, there were fewererrors when the ABS was active (0.36 per trial) thanwhen it was inactive (0.42 per trial). For errors on the‘affected’ side, direct hits were more noticeablyreduced when the ABS was active (0.16 per trial)compared with when it was inactive (0.65 per trial).However, side swipes on the affected side increasedat the same time (inactive = 0.74 per trial; active =0.97 per trial). None of these differences werestatistically significant. The data are shown in Fig. 2. Our findings were perhaps less clear due to variationin navigation ability across the sample. A number ofpatients had very mild problems and performed well

under control conditions, leaving little room forimprovement under ABS conditions. For the twopatients who had more marked difficulties, the ABShad a more dramatic effect, reducing direct hits moremarkedly than the group data suggest (1.2 to 0.4 and1.3 to 0.3 per trial for these cases). However, a reduction in direct hits for these patientswas accompanied by an increase in side swipes (0.8 to1.0 and 0.9 to 1.6). In some cases, side swipes weredue to the chair avoiding a collision (due to ABSactivation) on one side, only to generate a side swipeon the other. While, on balance, one would concludethat performance was improved by the ABS, theseproblems highlight the current weaknesses of thesystem, and inform challenges for the future withregards to further development.It is difficult to know how these results mighttranslate into real world improvements for patientsusing the ABS within their normal environment. Wedeliberately created a challenging course with somevery narrow gaps and tight turns. In all probability,many environments would not provide the samedegree of challenge with regards to these aspects.However, a very careful assessment of theenvironment within which the ABS is intended tooperate would be essential to minimise risk.For patients with unilateral neglect, encouraging themto have primary control of the power chair seemsappropriate. Patients typically have some degree ofhemiparesis but, due to the right brain damage biastypical in the neglect population, more often than notpatients have relatively good use of their dominantlimb and can easily manage a normal joystick control.However, while they can generally plan a broadlyappropriate route and steer in the overall intendeddirection, their tendency to collide with obstacles(particularly on their neglected side) means that some

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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form of collision-avoidance would be required. Tosome extent, the ABS can provide this secondarycontrol and together one might consider the chair tobe operated under ‘shared’ control, an approach thatis now being recognised by other groups as optimal inthe development of technology to provide greateraccess to powered mobility (Carlson & Demiris, 2008).Participants were generally unaware in terms of theirknowledge of when the ABS was active or not, and thisis reassuring with regards to its potential utility. Theaim of the ABS is not to become too imposing on theuser’s experience as an active driver. The responses ofparticipants appear to suggest that deviations in theirtrajectory when the ABS was activated are notsufficient to either be noticed or to be a distraction. Interms of usability, this is optimal, but one may want toadapt the ABS to prompt patients when the system isactivated, for example by providing a sensory signal orcue (e.g. an auditory tone). Potentially, using the ABSin rehabilitation as part of a training wheelchair, withauditory or other sensory signals, would build onevidence from studies that have shown that spatialcues help to shift patients' attention to their neglectedside (Riddoch & Humphreys, 1983). Having a patienttrain to use a powered chair fitted with the ABS withina controlled environment, and with thesemodifications, could be an effective training strategy,and might negate the requirement for a therapist tosupervise training sessions, as is currently the case.For a collision-avoidance system to demonstrateoptimal utility, one might expect it to allow the user toavoid collisions altogether. In our tests, this wasclearly not the case, and user environments may wellbe more challenging (in numerous ways) incomparison to our obstacle course. Limitations of theABS include its inability to reliably detect obstacles, aproblem which includes difficulties in bothconsistently detecting obstacles when they are a givendistance from the sensor, and also ‘coverage’ aroundthe chair. The infra-red sensors employed by the ABSmay have an inherent weakness in this regard andmay be more problematic in complex environments.While increasing the number of sensors may eliminatethe occasional blind spot we encountered, thedifficulty in consistent response is likely to remain.Developing the ABS using a higher specification ofsensor (e.g. sonar) may improve this issue, thoughthese are not without their difficulties (Dutta & Fernie,2005). Sensors with a higher specification would alsoincrease costs.Even with development, the ABS would require theuser to operate it within a relatively controlledenvironment. However, one could imagine an effectivecollision-avoidance system enabling users to benefit

from powered mobility in environments such as carehomes and their own homes, where one could imposesome constraints on potential hazards. Safety issuesfor the user and other residents would be of primaryconcern (Mortenson et al., 2005) and collision-avoidance capability is likely to be one contribution toa broader approach to enablement that would berequired for powered mobility to become morecommon in these environments (Dutta et al., 2011).In summary, our study has demonstrated thefeasibility and potential benefits of the ABS in arelatively well-defined group of patients who arecurrently denied access to powered mobility. However,technological limitations require furtherdevelopmental work and it is likely that technology isone of numerous components that need addressing ifmore patients are to gain access to powered mobility.Importantly, the need for engineers, clinicians andusers to work together in this endeavour is essential.
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STARS AND BEYONDFrom May 2010 the project coordinator wasseconded from an occupational therapist postwith NHS Lothian to develop the stroke carerwebsite. stroke4carers is an addition to theSTARS (Stroke Training and AwarenessResource). www.stroketraining.org

This free online learning tool is aimed attraining for paid health and social care workers.Launched in 2008 STARS has basic corecompetenciestraining for all staffworking withstroke patients, and10 advancingmodules for morehighly trained orskilled stroke staff.A further fiveadvanced moduleswill be availablefrom December2012. There is also amodule aboutthrombolysistreatment whichmedical andnursing staff inacute medicine areencouraged to complete. All the modules areresearched, developed, and edited by strokeclinicians, such as nursing, medical and alliedhealth professionals, to ensure best practice isincluded in the scenarios for each module.

STARS gives equity of learning for staffwherever they are working, and the corecompetencies training has become accepted asthe clinical standard of training required forstaff to work in acute Scottish stroke units. A review by Chest Heart & Stroke Scotlandstroke liaison nurses in 2009 found that manystroke carers were looking for information andpractical help after discharge from hospital.Many said they did receive information viabooklets and leaflets while the person was inhospital. The person’s condition after the strokewas changing over time, when most of theinformation was given. Many carers could nottake in information they had been given, or theywere not ready or able to understand theimplications for themselves and their loved one.Many did not even consider themselves to be“carers” until much later, after the person hadbeen discharged. It became apparent thatfamilies were thrust into the world of stroke justas suddenly, and with as big an impact, as theperson who has had a stroke. This was backedup by information from the Chest Heart &Stroke Scotland Advice Line nurses. About aquarter of the total calls they receive are fromcarers and family members. 
The Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network
(SIGN) 118, Management of patients with stroke:
Rehabilitation, prevention and management of
complications and discharge planning states thatpatients and carers require information atregular intervals and in different formats.
WHAT DO STROKE CARERS WANT?A consultation process to discover what needscarers themselves identified took place betweenJune and September 2010. Our aim was tocontact as many stroke carers as possible, withdifferent levels of carer experience, in urban andrural locations. This was done in three ways:1. Two stroke carer focus groups in Edinburghand Paisley2. Interviews with newly diagnosed patientsand their carers at a TIA (Transient Ischaemic
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STROKE4CARERS

Abstract
Stroke4carers is a free online resource
for unpaid stroke carers, families and
friends of anyone affected by stroke
illness. www.stroke4carers.org
The website aims to give practical advice,
information and support to stroke carers
whenever they need it. The site uses
interactive graphics, quizzes, animations,
and film clips to illustrate some of the
more difficult to understand concepts.
It was developed in partnership with
Chest Heart & Stroke Scotland, NHS
Scotland, The University of Edinburgh
Learning Technology Section, and the
Big Lottery Fund Scotland.

DEVELOPMENT OF WEBSITE FOR STROKE CARERS
Fran Bailey
Project Coordinator, Chest Heart & Stroke Scotland
Email: frances.bailey@chss.org.uk
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Attack) out-patient clinic in Aberdeen3. Phone and email questionnaires to stroke carers inremote and rural areas of Scotland who wished to takepart but could not leave the person they care for.There were some common themes which emergedfrom the consultation process:• Carers wanted to know how they could help theperson to recover• They asked for better two-way communication withhealthcare professionals • More practical information about what to expectwhen the person comes home from hospital• Although they know the person best, they often felttheir views and knowledge were overlooked orignored• They asked how to get help for themselves whenthey need it• Where could they turn to?A total of 55 carers gave 70 ideas of what they wouldlike to have known more about. Some included topicswhich they still needed advice about months or yearslater, as the person’s condition changed, from applyingfor a blue badge to respite care to return to workissues. Their experience as carers ranged from a fewdays post TIA to ten years after stroke. 

A final seven topics were chosen:1. Stroke cause and effects2. The hospital team3. Practical advice and tips for carers4. At home5. Money, benefits and legal issues6. Support for you the carer7. Carers’ rightsThe project also had an active steering group whichincluded three stroke carers, one of whom took partvia video conference from Wick in the north ofScotland. Other group members came from ChestHeart & Stroke Scotland, carer organisations inEdinburgh and the Borders region, the chair of theNHS National Advisory Committee for Stroke, andUniversity of Edinburgh Learning Technology staff.During the development of the website, clinicianswere involved in contributing and reviewing sub-topics. A combination of many nurses,physiotherapists, occupational therapists,psychologists, dieticians, and speech & languagetherapists gave their knowledge and expertise. Therewas a genuine desire to assist stroke carers from allthe professionals involved. Some of the sub-topicsrequired specific knowledge from carer organisations,

www.Stroke4Carers.org
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hospital chaplains, social work in both hospital andcommunity, and Citizens Advice Scotland.Part of the funding for the website was specifically toproduce practical film clips with lots of tips and advicewhich stroke carers could watch at home. In total, 34clips were filmed. All the film clips are downloadableto share with carers who may not have access to theinternet. To date around 11% of the users haveaccessed the website from mobile devices such asphones or tablets. Many of the pages of tips can bedownloaded or printed. The website has links to othersources of information, including other organisations,documents and websites, for further help if required. 
Sections relevant to POSTURE AND MOVEMENTThe following sections within topic 3, Practical advice
and tips for carers on the stroke4carers website maybe of interest to readers:
PHySiCaL DEfiCiTSThis section includes care of the affected arm,positioning a stroke patient in a chair or bed, balanceand mobility issues, walking with an ankle footorthosis, falls and falls prevention, how to assistsomeone after a fall.
MoviNG aND HaNDLiNGThis section has advice about using turning aids, glidesheets and sliding boards. It also shows how to

manoeuvre a wheelchair and assist the person in andout of a car safely.
EquiPMENTManual and powered wheelchairs, bathing equipment,hoists and chairs are shown and explained briefly inthis section. It also has a page about disabled livingcentres in Scotland.
DriviNG aND TraNSPorT aLTErNaTivESThis includes a page about adaptations to cars whichmay be suitable for stroke patients, and drivingassessments.
THE STORY SO FARThe stroke4carers website was officially launched atthe UK Stroke Forum in November 2011. In its firstyear the site has had over 30,000 hits from over 26,000individual users in 148 countries. Around half of thoseusing the website are from the UK. The website hasalso been used by health and social care professionalsfor teaching and to understand the issues and rolesundertaken by stroke carers. The evaluation of thewebsite will be completed in May 2013. As a clinician, the stroke4carers project gave me aunique opportunity to use my stroke knowledge in atotally new way, working outside the NHS within avery supportive and enthusiastic team from thevoluntary sector at Chest Heart & Stroke Scotland.
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PREVENTING SEATING ACQUIRED PRESSURE ULCERS

IntroductionIn 2011 the Faculty of Health Sciences at theUniversity of Southampton appointed DanBader as Professor of Bioengineering and TissueHealth; his task was to create a newmultidisciplinary team (MDT) focused onmaintaining skin health and preventingpressure ulcers. The team currently includes aresearch fellow (Peter Worsley,physiotherapist), a senior nurse from theNetherlands (Lisette Schoonhoven, also acurrent Trustee of the European Pressure UlcerAdvisory Panel), and three PhD students withbackgrounds in hospital/ community nursingand physiology. These researchers complementexisting academics with expertise inphysiological monitoring and continencetechnologies. The research group is based at theUniversity Hospital Trust in Southamptonwhere a new clinical academic facility has been

created to provide the platform for translationalresearch (Fig. 1). There is close collaborationwith clinicians working in both the acutehospital and community settings. The research,encompassing both physical models and humanstudies, isconducted in a newpurpose-designedfacility atSouthamptonGeneral Hospitaland a recentlyinstalledenvironmentally-controlled roomwithin theWellcome TrustClinical ResearchFacility in theSouthamptonCentre forBiomedicalResearch. One ofour primary aims isto address therange of factorsassociated withseating acquiredpressure ulcers(SAPUs).
Why the interest in seating acquired
pressure ulcers?Traditionally, research associated with theprevention and management of pressure ulcershas focused primarily on those relativelyimmobile subjects confined to bed. This has ledto the development of preventative strategies inthe form of low pressure and alternativepressure mattresses (McInnes et al., 2012) andevidence based guidelines on mobility whilst

Abstract
Pressure ulcers occur in a range of clinical
settings and, although prevention
strategies have been readily
implemented, their incidence has not
changed significantly. In contrast to
traditional research surrounding nursing
management of bed-bound patients, our
research has focused on the prevention
of seating-acquired pressure ulcers
(SAPUs). Our multidisciplinary approach
involves both laboratory testing of
support surfaces as well as clinical studies
supported by nurses, bioengineers and
healthcare professionals. The overall aim
is to translate the research findings into
the prevention of SAPUs for specific
patient groups, both in hospital and
community settings.

A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO PREVENTING
SEATING ACQUIRED PRESSURE ULCERS
Peter Worsley
Senior Research Fellow, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Southampton
Email: p.r.worsley@soton.ac.uk

Dan Bader
Professor of Bioengineering and Tissue Health, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Southampton

Fig. 1. The new Clinical Academic Facility
in the Faculty of Health Sciences,

University of Southampton
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patients are bed-bound (National Institute for Healthand Clinical Excellence, 2005). By contrast, there hasbeen relatively little clinical emphasis on examiningpressure ulcer risk and prevention whilst a person issitting, despite the well-established associated risk(Garber and Rintala, 2003). This has resulted inclinical guidelines derived from research with alimited evidence base (Stockton et al., 2009) and, thus,it is not surprising that few UK guidelines exist toinform prevention associated with seating (NationalInstitute for Health and Clinical Excellence, 2005).Immobility represents a key risk factor in pressureulcers. However, a study examining pressure ulcerprevalence across university hospitals in Europeshowed as much as 80% of ‘at risk’ patients were notfrequently repositioned in a chair (Vanderwee et al.,2007). Additionally, few studies associated withSAPUs have been led by allied health professionals(AHPs). An exception was research which examinedexisting pressure relief strategies of patients attendinga seating clinic, as prescribed by seniorphysiotherapists at the UK National Spinal InjuriesCentre (NSIC), (Coggrave and Rose, 2003). Theirassessment protocols were developed by adoptingbioengineering techniques which had been proven ina research study on spinal cord injured subjects(Bogie et al., 1995). 
Our research initiativesOur research group in Southampton is addressing theclinical problem in a series of parallel studies. Theseinvolve performing carefully controlled laboratorytests, as well as clinical studies in hospital wards and,ideally, the community setting. We have adopted amixed method approach (qualitative and quantitative)in these studies, where we can both elicit the views ofpatients and carers as well as accurately measure keypressure-related parameters. The primary aim of allthe research is to translate findings into clinicalpractice, and contribute to improving the preventionof SAPUs. Ultimately we would aim to provideevidence for national and international guidelinese.g. NICE (National Institute for Health and ClinicalExcellence) and EPUAP (European Pressure UlcerAdvisory Panel). 
Laboratory testing: what do we measure
and why?Many centres have used laboratory testing to assessthe performance of support surfaces, employing arange of standardised test protocols using simulatedindenters and mannequins. We, however, favour testsusing healthy individuals and sub-populations ofpatients as a more realistic means of translatingfindings to the clinical setting (Fig. 2). 

We are currently performing laboratory tests oncushion product designs, assessing posture andmonitoring movement strategies used duringprolonged sitting, with the aim of further examiningthe relationship between prolonged sitting and softtissue damage. It is well known that both intrinsic(patient-centred) and extrinsic (environmental)factors can contribute to pressure ulcer formation(Bader et al., 2005). During our laboratory testing weuse several different biomechanical and physiologicalparameters which reflect tissue viability at the loadedpatient-support interface. These include: • mapping of interface pressures (Swain and Bader,2002) • measures of transcutaneous blood gas tensions(Bader, 1990)• posture positions • biomarkers in sweat (Knight et al., 2001) • microclimate at the loaded interface (temperatureand humidity).Assessment of interface pressure using mappingdevices is becoming more common in the clinicalsetting (Stinson and Crawford, 2009). Traditionally,clinicians have often used parameters such as peakand mean pressures to evaluate the performance ofsupport surfaces (Fig. 3). Other factors, such as peakpressure gradients, should also be considered(Brienza et al., 2001). However, there are severalreasons why the use of interface pressuremeasurement alone must be viewed with caution.As an example, relatively small pressures at the skinsurface may produce sufficiently large internalstresses and strains in the underlying musclesadjacent to bony prominences to cause local damage(Linder-Ganz et al., 2007). This exemplifies theimportance of examining the effects of externalpressures and time on the internal mechanical state ofthe tissue. One way to do this is to measure

Fig. 2. Example of the laboratory tests which are
undertaken within the facility
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physiological markers such as transcutaneous bloodgases, particularly oxygen and carbon dioxide, whichreflect the viability of loaded soft tissues (Bader andGant, 1988).

In addition to interface pressure, shear or friction arealso important factors and can be greatly affected byposture in the chair. There is also the microclimate atthe interface between the body and the supportsurface, in particular temperature, moisture, urineand faeces, each of which have been implicated inpressure ulcer development (Clark et al., 2010).The environmental chamber housed in the WellcomeTrust Facility enables us to accurately control bothtemperature and humidity, which is critical inevaluating the microclimate at the loaded interface.By measuring the microclimate, blood gas tensions,and sweat markers, in addition to interface pressure,we aim to provide a comprehensive assessment ofhow, why, and under which conditions soft tissuedamage occurs. We are also developing techniques to monitormovement in the seating position. Small sensors,effectively accelerometers, can be used to trackmovements of an individual for a period of up toseveral days. In order to verify the usefulness of

tracking movements, both the validity and reliabilityof various devices must be established. Once this isachieved, we plan to assess the nature of movements,in terms of magnitude and frequency, of different sub-populations. Research has shown that current recommendationsfor relieving pressure are not adequate for all patientsto achieve complete physiological recovery of the softtissues. This has been observed in spinal cord injurypatients where the perception is that pressure relieffor 30 seconds, for example lift-off from thewheelchair cushion, is enough to allow soft tissue torecover during prolonged sitting. However, resultshave indicated that the time needed for adequate softtissue reperfusion (oxygen levels returning to normalbasal levels in soft tissues) is closer to two minutes(Coggrave and Rose, 2003). Therefore, establishingthe required protocols for adequate pressure relief isparticularly important.
Clinical trialsIn terms of pressure ulcer prevention, AHPs provide animportant resource related to equipment selection,positioning, mobilisation, and education of seat-boundpatients (McCulloch, 1998). One of our clinical studiesinvolves working with clinicians on hospital wards todevelop a consensus regarding the appropriatecomposition of an effective MDT for pressure ulcerprevention, and to define how each profession cancontribute to training and education. This researchencompasses on-going focus groups and a Delphisurvey, involving AHPs and nurses from elderly carewards of the Southampton University Hospital Trust.We will use the gathered views of clinicians (focusgroups) to design an MDT approach to pressure ulcerprevention and then create a consensus documentbetween the staff on the ward as to the role of eachhealth care professional. Subsequently, a clinical studywill be devised where we will establish the effects ofthe new MDT approach in terms of preventing pressureulcers, educating patients in self-care and regularpressure relief, and increasing the knowledge of staffworking on the wards.
Future plansOur research surrounding pressure ulcer preventionwill continue to strive towards increasing theunderstanding of the aetiology of pressure ulcers anddeveloping an effective MDT approach to itsprevention. Currently the majority of the projects aretaking place in the hospital setting, but we intend totranslate our strategy into the community. Indeed, weare keen to collect views of health care workers whohave a particular interest in pressure ulcer

Fig. 3. Example of peak pressure measurement
during a supine bed assessment
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prevention/management and plan to subsequentlydevelop collaborations which could attract researchfunding. Ultimately, our concern is to reduce thesuffering of patients and carers afflicted with theburden of pressure ulcers. 
References– Bader DL. 1990. Effects of compressive loadregimens on tissue viability. In: Bader DL (ed.)
Pressure sores: clinical practice and scientific approach.Macmillan, Baskingstoke, UK.– Bader DL, Bouten C, Colin D, & Oomens C. 2005.
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OUTCOME MEASURE TOOL

In 2008 one of the SPMN’s posturalmanagement (PM) subgroup teams beganwork on the development of an outcomemeasure tool. The long term objective of theproject was to produce a simple, user-friendly PMoutcome measure tool that could be worked intocurrent clinical practice. The team recognisedthat the tool needed to be sensitive to bothchanges in clinical presentation and also levels offunction. It was anticipated that it should alsocontribute to providing a degree of clinicalaccountability and reasoning for intervention.Additionally, the tool would be developed to beused:• With any piece of postural managementequipment or intervention• Across professionsThe first draft of the ScoTI (Score of TherapeuticIntervention) was distributed in November 2008with a feedback questionnaire which soughtcomment on layout, descriptors, and usefulnessin clinical practice. Draft two was developedfrom the comments received and subsequentlycirculated locally, and amongst SPMN membersfor on-going comment and feedback.In June 2012 the ScoTI was further reviewed bytwo of the original members of the PM subgroupteam, and the current version of the tool wasproduced.In its currently drafted version, the ScoTI is anoutcome measurement tool which scores (on ascale of 1 – 5) the changing effect of posturalmanagement interventions on 10 identifiedoutcomes. These outcomes include:1. Tolerance2. Posture (user and/or carer’s perception)3. Posture (clinician’s clinical impression)4. Access around home and community

5. Personal activities of daily living6. Ease of use (carer and/or user)7. Function8. Appearance9. Moving/transferring (carer and/or user)10. Transportation of equipmentIn order to assistthe user to explainchanges in posture,health status, thelevel of risk in theintervention, useand provision ofequipment, fivevariances areprovided (with ascale of 1 -5 levelsattached to each).These include:A. Change inpostureB. Change inhealth/medicalconditionC. Knowledge andunderstanding ofintervention (bycarer and/or user)D. Use of equipment (carer and/or user)E. Equipment provisionA total score (of selected outcomes) can begained for three periods of intervention, whichare:• Pre-intervention• Interim-intervention• Post-interventionIf required, percentage scores can also beworked out and the levels of intervention can beclearly compared. At this stage in its

An Outcome Measure Tool for Postural
Management: The SCoTI
Janice Clark
Clinical Lead Paediatric Physiotherapist, Glasgow South East
Email j.clark@nhs.net

Joyce McDonald
Senior Practitioner OT Postural Management Team, Glasgow South East

Abstract
A simple, user-friendly posture
management outcome measure tool has
been developed by a team in Scotland,
sponsored by the former Scottish
Posture & Mobility Network (SPMN).
As well as being used to provide a degree
of clinical accountability and reasoning
for intervention, the tool is designed to
be used with any piece of postural
management equipment or intervention
and across professions.
The team would greatly appreciate PMG
members trialling the current version
and feeding back to the team, who plan
on developing it further.



Ihad always been somewhat terrified of‘doing research’. Studying for myphysiotherapy undergraduate degree inAustralia meant that the only thing I had to dowith research was a single research methodssubject! And so I had managed to build up quitea research-o-phobia by the time I made it to thefinal year of my Masters in 2010. As you will seefrom my article in the next issue of the journal, Idid manage to finish my research project and Iactually even enjoyed it(!). But this article isreally to answer thequestion, whywould a research-o-phobic like myselftake on the addedstress and work ofapplying for a grantto carry out such asmall researchproject? Theanswer is that thegrant process didn’tadd to myworkload or stress and, I believe, actuallyenhanced my project. Workload-wise, I foundthe paperwork required to get throughuniversity insurance, NHS ethics, and research &development processes was such that I alreadyhad the answers to all the questions asked byPMG. Completing the grant application form wasas simple as cutting and pasting from existingwork I had done into the PMG pro-forma. Whilst my university supervisors wereincredible and knew all about research, they

had no experience in wheelchair services. Ianticipated that the PMG committee whoscrutinised applications may well haveadditional insights to offer about my projectand hence make it a stronger study. I found thatthe committee did indeed have helpfulsuggestions to make about my work, and thesewere given in an un-threatening manner. Hencegoing through the grant process gave meadditional food for thought and strengthenedmy project overall.I’m like most NHS clinicians in that I feel guilty ifany time I take out of work means that myclients are made to wait longer forappointments or equipment changes. This wasthe main reason I applied for the money – to getmyself backfilled so I could take the time Ineeded to do the research properly and not feeltorn in all directions. I managed to find abrilliant locum to backfill me for a day a weekfor a couple of months, thus assuaging any guiltand allowing me to focus on the research. Therewas no way this would have been possiblewithout having a grant.Therefore, my experience of applying for a grant(in this case through PMG) is that the applicationprocess really didn’t add to my workload; itstrengthened my project and reduced the stressof combining research with work. I wouldencourage other novice researchers like myselfto not be afraid of going for a grant, especiallygiven the maximum value of a PMG grant hasbeen raised to £7,500 from 2013.Perhaps, given my positive research experienceso far, I may even consider trying it again…
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Abstract
The PMG research fund programme has
now been operating for seven years.
I was lucky enough to receive a grant in
2010 to complete my Masters
dissertation. This article discusses my
experience of applying for a PMG grant,
and will demonstrate that it is possible
for a novice researcher to get assistance
from PMG.

PMG RESEARCH FUND
Helen Hislop
Mobility and Seating Solutions Centre, St. Anne’s Hospital, Tottenham
Email: helenhislop@nhs.net

development, the team values the opportunityto disseminate the current draft of the ScoTI toPMG members via goo.gl/jT49g where it can bedownloaded, along with a completed example(goo.gl/8z2aA). We urge PMG members to trialit in their clinical practice and feed back to the
team on its usefulness. We expect to continue tomake improvements to this outcome measuretool based upon the responses and commentsprovided by fellow clinicians. Please get in touchby email if you wish to discuss being involved inthe trialling.
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NTE 2012 BURSAR REPORT: TELECARE

Iwork as a trainee clinical scientist at theSoutheast Mobility and RehabilitationTechnology (SMART) Centre in Edinburgh,which is a rehabilitation centre that includes anelectronic assistive technology service. Duringmy training I have become interested in recentdevelopments in mass produced consumertechnology that has applications in the assistivetechnology field, and felt this session would berelevant to me.The presenter began by listing clients’requirements for telecare systems; theseincluded safety, which is the number onepriority, and the ease of use of the system. Someof the limitations of current technology are pooraesthetics, and equipment that does not enableindependence.The concept of smart homes was introducedand explained by the presenter. These arehomes that contain multiple pieces ofprogrammable equipment that are all linked toeach other. Examples include motion sensoractivated lighting, and smoke or gas alarms thatprompt the user to turn off the cooker firstbefore sounding an alarm. To aid designers ofthese types of devices, a design approach forsmart home technology has been developed(Orpwood et al 2005). In addition, assessingwhat devices an individual needs is essential toavoid the installation of costly equipment thatwill not be used. A matrix called theNeurological Dependability Assessment Matrixhas been developed (Dewsbury and Linskell2011) to facilitate the assessment process andto aid the smart home designer to installappropriate equipment. In the presentation it was explained how sensorswere being used to encourage and improvephysical rehabilitation. It was stressed that thesesensors were not designed for spying but to

enable self management, with the aid of atherapist’s input. Examples of sensors includedtri-axial accelerometers that can measure thetemporal and spatial parameters of gait. Usingthis type of sensor would involve a therapistsetting a goal, for example the total number ofsteps to be taken per day. The sensor would thenmeasure the number of steps the patient took,and provide feedback to the user and therapistto see if the set goal had been achieved.We were told about a recent piece of video gametechnology being used in the rehabilitation fieldcalled the X-box Kinect, produced by Microsoft.This can monitor and record a patient’smovement without the need for attaching anysensors to the patient, which is one of the keyproblems with current movement monitoringsystems. The Kinect consists of a colour videocamera, an infrared (IR) laser emitter and IRcamera, from which the depth of an image canbe calculated based on the pattern of projectedIR light (Stone and Skubic 2011). The Kinect has

BURSAR REPORT: REVIEW OF POTENTIAL OF TELECARE
SYSTEMS TO SUPPORT NEURO-REHABILITATION
Presenter: Dr. Nigel Harris
Director of Bath Institute of Medical Engineering (BIME), The Wolfson Centre, Royal United Hospital, Bath
Reporting Bursar: Graham Henderson
Trainee Clinical Scientist, SMART Centre, Astley Ainslie Hospital, Edinburgh
Email: graham.henderson@nhslothian.scot.nhs.uk

Olwen briefing Graham on his bursar duties
(photo by bursar, Paul Harrington)



This book is a systematic guide on how toincorporate a more evidence-basedapproach into clinical practice. The topicis introduced with clear and easy explanationsinto its relevance, with readers being eased intorelevant terminology and engaged with thecareful use of clinical examples. The authorsinitially tackle howto ask relevantclinical questionsand how torecognise goodquality evidence,with advice given tofirst look forsystematic reviewsfollowed byindividual researchstudies. They showsensitivity to thedemands andchallenges of thenew researcher orclinician who needsto know that the

evidence they are reading is of sufficient qualityand what type of research study is most suitablefor the clinical question they wish to answer. A highlight of the book was the chapter on usingelectronic databases. Clear structured guidanceis given in how to search, and how to select andcombine search terms to optimize efficiency ofsearch time. Guidance is given as to whichdatabases are most relevant to which clinicalquestions. In fact they state that it should bepossible, with a fast internet connection, to findthe best available evidence in three minutes, sothis chapter could literally save you hours oftrawling!The challenge of how to recognise good qualityresearch from bad is approached by identifyingthree different questions for different types ofresearch papers, which can help guide cliniciansefficiently through the process of differentiatinggood quality, relatively unbiased, evidence frombiased evidence produced as a result of poorlydesigned research. Information is presented on how to make thestep from reading a research article to figuring
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Book Review Summary
This textbook offers a succinct and well
organised introduction to what is
evidence-based practice, how to
recognise it in the research cohort,
how to search for it in the many research
databases available and how to use
evidence to guide clinical practice.
The book is specifically aimed towards
physiotherapists with a bias towards
musculo-skeletal practice. This should
not put off others with an interest in
evidenced-based practice and research
as, at its core, the information can be
applied across the field of all clinical
practice.

great potential; however its performance needs to betested to ensure it can be used to obtain accurateresults and therefore be of benefit in assisting apatient’s physical rehabilitation.As part of my clinical scientist training I hope toundertake a design project utilising consumertechnology which will aid independence forindividuals with physical impairments. From thispresentation I learnt key lessons about user-centreddesign, including how important the graphic userinterface is, and how to utilise user feedback toimprove the design process.I would like to thank Nigel Harris for his engaging andvery informative session. I would also like to thank

PMG for giving me the opportunity to attend the NTE,which I greatly enjoyed.
REFERENCES– Dewsbury G, Linskell J (2011) Smart hometechnology for safety and functional independence:The UK experience. NeuroRehabilitation. 28, 249–260 – Orpwood R, Gibbs C, Adlam T, Faulkner R,Meegahawatte D (2005) The design of smart homesfor people with dementia – user-interface aspects.
Universal Access in the Information Society. 4, 156-164.– Stone E, Skubic M (2011) Evaluation of aninexpensive depth camera for in-home gaitassessment. Journal of Ambient Intelligence and Smart
Environment. 3:4, 349-361.

Practical Evidence-based Physiotherapy
Author: Rob Herbert, Gro Jamtvedt, Kåre Birger Hagen & Judy Mead
Publisher: Churchill Livingstone 2nd Edition 2011
ISBN: 978-0-7020-4270-6
Review by: Jane Pratley
Physiotherapist



out what it may mean in clinical practice. A particularfocus is given to interpreting statistics and identifyingeffect sizes to ascertain if they make the interventionor test practical and efficient in terms of both time andcost. However, these sections can make for heavyreading and could perhaps benefit from shortsummaries and synopses for the more casual orinexperienced reader. Clinical guidelines are identified as a useful resourcefor evidence-based physiotherapy and a shortersection in the book is dedicated to how they fit intothe research picture. Clinical examples and differentchecklist-based instruments are introduced whichhelp to identify high quality guidelines.The final sections of the book take a look at when newtherapies could be introduced into clinical practice,how to implement change in clinical practice and howto measure changes towards evidence-based practice,which provide interesting reading.Overall I found this book interesting and motivating toread. It is well referenced, generally succinct and

written with the working clinician in mind. There is afocus on providing clinical examples to ground thebook in practice and the provision of clearinstruments to help the clinician identify qualityresearch which is useful.In presentation the book is let down by feeling slightlytired in format with the sole use of either black or blueink and a lack of illustrations/diagrams. A small butannoying point was that the paper is quite shiny whichmakes it hard to read in artificial light or to annotate.In terms of layout the book would have benefittedfrom clear separate summary pages, to act as quickreference guides for the clinician. Whilst there aresummary boxes they get lost amongst the longsections of text and the lack of tabs on the side bars ofthe pages makes it difficult to flip between chapters.This book would be great for clinicians involved ineither introducing evidence-based practice into theirwork place, training, or carrying out research, andwould perhaps be an ideal book to buy for yourdepartment with an NTE book voucher!
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BOOK REVIEWS

It would be hard to overstate the importanceof this book. Here we have a clearly written,scholarly, encyclopaedic account of currentknowledge and understanding of the fascia byauthors and contributors who are allinternationally recognised in their field.Information available only widely scattered inspecialist publications and scientific papers ishere drawn together in an authoritative andreadable format. This volume opens up anexciting new vista of our understanding of thestructure and function of the human body fromthe standpoint of the fascia. It also examinescommon fascia-related disorders and providesan in-depth overview of current fascia-relatedtherapies and their applications, ranging frommanual therapies through movement, stretchingand exercise (Yoga and Pilates) to diet andnutrition. The final section on research gives an

insight into modernresearchtechniques, theirapplication,findings andpointers to theirfuture use. The book is wellstructured: sectionone examines thefoundations of ourknowledge offascia; section twoconsiders theclinical applicationof currentknowledge including a useful overview of fasciarelated therapies; section three looks at current

Book Review Summary
This book provides a comprehensive
collation of information regarding fascia
by authors and contributors from diverse
clinical and professional backgrounds.
The text covers the structure and
function of fascia, the related disorders,
an in-depth overview of therapies
through to their applications. The most
up-to-date research techniques are
discussed along with directions for
future research.

FASCIA – THE TENSIONAL NETWORK OF THE BODY
Authors: Ed. Robert Schleip, Thomas W Findley, Leon Chaitow & Peter A Huijing
Publisher: Churchill Livingstone Elsevier 2012
ISBN: 978-0-7020-3425-1
Review by: Linsay Stevenson BA ATP MFHP MFHA
Myofascial Release Therapist
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research, its applications and possible futureapplications. All contributions have been wellreferenced and at the end of each chapter there is afull list of references and bibliography. Where relevantinformation on a topic may be found in previous orsubsequent chapters, this is also clearly referenced.The book is well indexed and has a useful glossary.Additionally there are well reproduced and referencedcolour plates, and excellent, well labelled black andwhite diagrams throughout the text which clarify theinformation presented. Section one has a clear progression from the grossanatomy of the fascial system, through therelationship with the nervous system, to the detailedphysiology of fascia. The growing understanding ofthe interrelationship of fascia with traditionallyunderstood structure and function of muscles and theskeleton, and the role of the fascia in transmittingforces, is clearly explained. Equally, the authors arenot afraid to point out areas where there is still a lackof knowledge or contradictory evidence to be clarifiedby future research. The relationship between the fascia and the nervoussystem is explored, and interesting evidence ispresented which leads towards an understanding ofthe ill-understood and often contentious relationshipbetween hands on physical therapy, yoga and otherbodywork and the psycho-emotional responses theyoften evoke.

Section two entitled ‘Clinical Application’ is useful,enlightening and thought provoking, includingexcellent articles on fascia-related disorders rangingwidely from the common ‘frozen shoulder’ throughspastic paresis to fascial involvement in the diabeticfoot. There is also a most useful section on diagnosticprocedures and an in-depth overview of fascia-relatedtherapies that not only lists the “what” and the “how”,but also relates the therapy to research and clinicalknowledge.Section three looks at current research methodologiesand their application. The section starts with athought-provoking discussion of scientific researchversus clinical research and makes a strong case forthe two approaches to be aware of each other in orderthat real progress in knowledge be made and clinicalpractice be advanced.The articles in this section cover the most up-to-dateresearch techniques (MRI, ultrasound, mathematicalmodelling, molecular biology) and explain both thetechniques and their practical application withexemplary clarity, allowing the lay reader, as well asthe specialist, access to an understanding of currentcutting-edge techniques and methodologies, andpossible directions for future research.In short, this is a book that will become a classic textand should find its way onto the bookshelf of anyonewith a therapeutic interest in the human body.
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PMG SCOTLAND PROMOTIONAL GROUP

The opening meeting of the PMG ScotlandPromotional Group took place on October30th 2012 at the SMART Centre, AstleyAinslie Hospital, Edinburgh. The meeting waswell attended by ex-Scottish Posture & MobilityNetwork (SPMN) members, members of PMG’sexecutive committee, representatives from somePMG sub committees and not forgetting OlwenEllis, who was described as a stalwart at PMG.Catherine Mathieson, ex Chair of SPMN, openedthe meeting by giving a short history of SPMN,and the reasons why a decision was regretfullymade in April 2012 to close down the networkas it was no longer viable to continue as anindependent organisation. However, building onexisting links with PMG, the SPMN membershipand funds transferred to PMG. Catherine thenexplained that the PMG Scotland PromotionalGroup was formed to recognise the uniquedifferences that Scotland has in relationship tothe rest of the UK, and to maintain the profile ofthe practice and research occurring there.Clare Wright, Chair of PMG, welcomed newmembers and gave a brief resumé of how PMGhad become one of the leading charities in theUK over the last twenty years, with amembership of over four hundred andrepresentation from rehabilitation engineers,occupational therapists, physiotherapists andothers in the field of posture and mobility.Whilst acknowledging the sadness felt by SPMNmembers at its closure, Clare spoke of theexcitement felt within PMG at the possibilitiesthat this new arrangement presented. The PMG Scotland Promotional Group will beheaded by Catherine Mathieson and James

Hollington. James presented the strategy of thenew group which will have two main elements.Firstly the group will aim to keep existingSPMN members on board, thus promoting thegood work in practice, research anddevelopment that is already taking place inScotland. Secondly the group will concentrateon increasing the membership of PMG inScotland and, in particular, will actively seekthe involvement of wheelchair services tofacilitate more integration across the UK. Themain focus of the group will be to increaseScottish representation and participation inPMG.Two projects that are underway in Scotland atthe moment were highlighted. An SPMNposture management subgroup has beenworking on an outcome measure tool entitledScore of Therapeutic Intervention (ScoTI) inPosture Management. Details of the tool are tobe found in this journal (page 31) andarrangements were made to set up a pilotstudy. The other on-going project is the BestPractice Guidelines for Supported Lying whichis nearing completion.A number of PMG members present describedthe activities of some of the sub-committees,providing insight into the valuable work thatgoes on in the background to make PMG thevibrant organisation that it is. The meeting was notable for the air ofexcitement and enthusiasm amongst thosepresent, and certainly there was a commitmentexpressed to ensure that Scotland will be wellrepresented within PMG.

PMG SCOTLAND PROMOTIONAL GROUP:
INAUGURAL MEETING
Jenny Hooper-Roe
PMG Publications & Marketing Sub-committee



Atwo day event was held at the beginningof November 2012 for the five wheelchairand seating services in Scotland. This wasa great gathering with over 80 delegatescomprising of mainly engineers and therapists,but also administrators and medicalconsultants. The event provided a superbplatform for sharing current research,knowledge and experiences. Due to Health andSocial Care being devolved, it was an importantopportunity for services to discuss Scotland-specific issues.Highlights of the event included wide-rangingpresentations and debates, such as The ClinicalStandards for NHS Wheelchair & SeatingServices in Scotland (please see goo.gl/JFumt),understanding and evaluating wheelchaircushions, the trainee clinical scientists’ researchpresentations, and presentations sharingservice delivery tools and audit information.There was also a rich selection of posters ondisplay. Best plenary presentation prize was awarded toCraig Kirkwood, Dundee, for a very entertainingand informative presentation on understandingfoam chemistry and characteristics. Best posterpresentation prize was awarded to Karl Lees &Peter Greene, Glasgow, for their excellentdescriptive poster on the development of a foamcarve service.

Clare Wright (PMG Chair), James Hollington(PMG Scotland Promotional Group) and SusanHillman (PMG Research sub-committee) werekindly given a slot to promote PMG, and tolaunch the PMG Scotland Promotional Group,which has recently been created to increaseScottish involvement in PMG, and to encouragethe sharing of knowledge with the widermembership. Arguably the most importantaspect of this event for PMG was the final day’sdiscussion on developing a clinical network inScotland. It was agreed by all the services thatthey would adopt PMG as their main professionalnetwork organisation, and then set up smallernetworks between Scottish professional groupsfor local information sharing.This was a great event for linking services inScotland.
SCOTTISH WHEELCHAIR AND SEATING SERVICESThe Mobility and Rehabilitation Service (MARS),AberdeenTayside Orthopaedic and RehabilitationTechnology (TORT) Centre, DundeeSoutheast Mobility and RehabilitationTechnology (SMART) Centre, EdinburghWest of Scotland Mobility and RehabilitationCentre (WestMARC), GlasgowHighland Wheelchair and Seating Service(HWSS), Inverness 
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WHEELCHAIR AND SEATING SERVICES MEETING

SCOTTISH WHEELCHAIR and SEATING SERVICES
TRAINING EVENT
James Hollington
PMG Scotland Promotional Group, SMART Centre, Edinburgh
Email: james.hollington@nhslothian.scot.nhs.uk
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IMPROVING WHEELCHAIR SERVICES

The Department of Health (DH) held ameeting (hosted by the NHS NationalInnovation Centre (NIC)) on 26th October2012 with those PCTs who had signalled theirintention to prioritise wheelchair services forearly extension of patient choice of provider(AQP) in 2012/13. At the end of July, the DHsignalled that it was removing the nationaldeadline of December 2012 for theimplementation of extending patient choice ofprovider in wheelchair services. Nationally 47PCTs had initially selected wheelchair servicesas a priority for service improvement, but theyhave now had time to reflect on whether AQP isthe right approach. The DH explains that thereason for lifting the national deadline is toensure the wider NHS has more time to worklocally with providers and other commissioners. Looking ahead, it seems that commissionershave greater local discretion on whether andwhen to use AQP. Personal health budgets havealso been suggested as a way of providing betterchoice. NHS Continuing Care funded clients(both adults and children) will be offered apersonal health budget by 2014, and similarcommitments have been given for children whoare formally assessed as having SpecialEducational Needs. Personal budgets are a wayof giving people more choice and control overhow their needs are met. Personal budgets foradults receiving social care are well established,but are new in healthcare and for children’sservices – both of which are currently beingtested.In adults, personal health budgets have beenpiloted in England since 2009, and the finalevaluation report is due in November(goo.gl/1e8qP). Subject to the evaluation, thereis a clear government commitment to roll themout across England. The Department for Education and the DH arejointly testing a single assessment and plan forchildren with special educational needs and

disability (SEND) (goo.gl/fuq29). Subject toevaluation, these assessments and plans willcover education, health, and social care andinclude the option of a personal budget. Thepathfinders have recently been extended, andwill run until September 2014. Equipment,wheelchairs, and mobility aids will come withinthe scope of the single assessment, plan, andpersonal budget.It does seem that the DH and somecommissioners have taken on board feedbackfrom PMG and the NWMF representatives. Atthe workshop, there was betteracknowledgement of the logical split in servicebetween the situation in which an assessorprescribes a standard non-modular wheelchairand when the assessor prescribes awheelchair/seating that needs modification tomeet the individual needs of the client. Theformer group may well end up beingcommissioned through an AQP/extended choicemodel, possibly building on the existing voucherapproach to allow patients to access a widerrange of wheelchair providers. There is alsorecognition that the latter group need to besupported by a more integrated model, and thatAQP may not be the best approach tocommissioning complex care. 
PMG has a significant opportunity to
influence what the model might look like for
both client groups. 

THERE WERE 2 WORKSHOPS ON THE DAY:
a. WorKSHoP WiTH CoMMiSSioNErS1. A national strategic procurement review is tobe undertaken by John Warrington, DeputyDirector, Policy & Research in the DHProcurement, Investment & CommercialDivision. He will extend an invitation to a rangeof stakeholders to be involved in a task andfinish group, and is expected to deliver a paperby late February 2013. The scope for this waslikened to the work put in to the digital hearing

IMPROVING WHEELCHAIR SERVICES MEETING
THE NHS INSTITUTE, WARWICK UNIVERSITY
Alexander Kamadu, Henry Lumley and Linda Marks
PMG Strategy & Policy Sub-committee
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aids service in the 1990’s, when consolidatedprocurement enabled an 80% cost saving on the newtechnology.2. The NHS Supply Chain is to include a wider range ofwheelchairs, seating, and also repair service providersin the existing catalogue. It is not mandated forproviders to use NHS Supply Chain, and providers cancontinue to negotiate prices locally with suppliers ifthey have the expertise and resources to do so. 3. NHS commissioners agreed that a differentcommercial approach may be needed for thespecialised and complex spectrum of services. Forexample, the hub and spoke model was thought to bea good model to operate for meeting the requirementsof clients with more complex needs, as the focus wason long-term care management and outcomes.Commissioners identified the need for critical mass inmaintaining specialist clinical and technical skills.This approach may facilitate collaborative jointcommissioning and funding (with potential costsavings between education, social services/localauthority, and health).On the other hand, it was thought an alternativeprocurement model for people with less complexneeds where there is patient choice from multipleproviders may be appropriate. A prescriptionapproach would be consistent with patient choice,possibly building on the existing voucher model.Existing local providers would need to be 'accredited'to undertake the assessment, and help users identify aprovider for their mobility solution. Commissionerswere keen to ensure that local community teams havethe skills to undertake routine assessments, and thatthese skills are embedded in existing care pathwaysand not seen as an extra to avoid the risk of doublepayment. PMG and NWMf may be well placed to
develop a competence framework for clinical
assessors, accreditation, and standardised
assessment templates, based on examples of best
practice. 4. Some commissioners were frustrated that localproviders were not supplying them with informationrelated to the breakdown of activity based on casecomplexities. Commissioners need this information tobetter understand the different segments of thewheelchair services. Other commissioners wereconcerned that changes to provision could end upcosting significantly more in the absence ofcollaborative commissioning. it is vital that
providers start collating and understanding the
information based on complexity of needs, and
sharing this with their commissioners to help
support commissioning decisions.

5. There was a general sense that commissioners hadwell established relationships with providers acrossthe country. There is significant benefit from earlydialogue with providers. Commissioners should beencouraged to maintain good engagement with theircurrent local providers, many of whom may welcomethe opportunity for a discussion on how to improveservice responsiveness. Some commissioners were concerned about the costimplication of moving to a tariff system.Commissioners were conscious that current providersmanage spend and utilise robust eligibility criteria tomeet demand and desired outcomes. The historiceligibility criteria can be a barrier to jointcommissioning with local authorities, and are not wellaligned with a focus on outcomes for individuals.Other commissioners are working to revise restrictiveeligibility criteria so that there is a greater focus onmeeting holistic outcomes for the individual.It was acknowledged that collaborativecommissioning would be a suitable option. There was,however, a sense that this has been talked about indetail before but not successfully established acrossthe country. There are pockets where this currentlyworks well. 6. ‘Child in a chair in a day’ – The title of this websitecannot be changed (goo.gl/8uGHM), although it hasbeen widely acknowledged that this has been asignificant issue for a wide range of stakeholders. Anew strap line has been created: right assessment,
right equipment, right first time which is morereflective of best practice. There was a strong messagethat there was a need for service improvement forboth adults' and children's services. 80% ofwheelchair users are adults, and older people inparticular have been overlooked. This is a virtual space for commissioners, serviceusers, suppliers, and providers to share informationand facilitate access to wheelchair services in general.
More case studies on best practice are required
and contact details are available on the website if
any wheelchair service wants to publish examples
of best practice. it is imperative that wheelchair
services start to utilise social media platforms like
this to tell their story. 7. Generally there was a message that the high profileof driving improvements to wheelchair servicesremains, but that this was now more focussed ondelivering lasting and measurable serviceimprovement and “getting it right” than solely onimplementing AQP. The DH appears to now recognisethe complexity in aspects of these services.
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The definition of the highly complex aspects of serviceremains to be clarified in light of the recentrecommendations of the Clinical Reference Group onspecialised services (see Margaret Hannan’s article on
page 42).8. The government commitment to giving patientsgreater choice and control will be set out in the NHSmandate given to the NHS Commissioning Board (CB).Looking ahead, both the NHS CB, as the commissionerof specialised services, and local ClinicalCommissioning Groups, will have a duty to promoteand enable patient choice. This will include patientchoice of provider (AQP) but also the extension ofpersonalised health budgets.9. A further stream of work, prioritised by the DH, isto develop a national tariff structure for wheelchairservices. This work is being overseen by Craig Holmesat the DH but may be contracted to an outside agency.The scope of the work does not currently includespecialised services. 
B. CHAIR4LIFE WORKSHOP NIC recently launched a competition to facilitate thenext stage of research and development of a modularpaediatric wheelchair incorporating a child growthsystem (Chair4Life concept). The objective is to designand develop an innovative wheelchair prototype by

building on past research, and by engaging with arange of stakeholders.1. A relatively small group attended the workshop on‘Chair4Life’. Philip Charlton-Smith gave a briefpresentation on the organisation of wheelchairservices in the UK, and the essential differencesbetween England (where service is either NHStherapy assessed and then supply is outsourced or allin-house) compared to Scotland and Wales which bothhave variations of in-house provision.2. Rob Chesters from the NHS Innovation Centre gavea very short presentation of the work they diddeveloping a powered paediatric chair for the mostcomplex 20% of clients. He reported that the currentproject was to develop a powered chair, notexclusively paediatric, suitable/adaptable for 80% ofclients. Little information was supplied on how thisrequest developed/where it originated from. Renfrew(who were awarded the contract) have till the end ofJanuary 2013 to come up with a specification.3. A working group of three or four tables wentthrough a checklist of criteria for the 'said’ chair – thishas now expanded into a list of 108 criteria to bescored by the following Monday. The deadline forresponses was extended to 9th November as someparticipants wanted to get consumer feedback on thecriteria. It is unclear how this group will proceed.
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From April 2013 the National HealthService Commissioning Board (NHSCB)will be responsible for commissioningPrimary Care Services in England, while ClinicalCommissioning Groups (CCGs) will haveresponsibility for commissioning the majority ofthe remaining NHS services for their localpopulations. However, certain specialisedservices will be a core responsibility of theNHSCB rather than being ‘devolved’ to CCGs.The rationale behind this arrangement is toprotect services that are provided to smallnumbers of patients, possibly at a relatively highcost (and therefore a financial risk to CCGs) andwhere there are comparatively few providers. 
BACKGROUNDA Clinical Advisory Group (CAG) was set up toestablish which services should be considered‘specialised’. The existing ‘highly specialisedservices’ commissioned by the NationalSpecialised Commissioning team wereautomatically included, and the CAG then usedthe Specialised Services National Definitions Set(SSNDS) as the basis for further work. Tosupport them in this work, about 60 ClinicalReference Groups (CRGs), each representing adifferent specialised service area, were created.Each group consists of at least 13 members: One public health lead, one commissioner lead,8-12 clinicians from the relevant service areas,two patient and public engagementrepresentatives, up to four representatives ofnational organisations related to the specialty,and a chairperson providing clinical leadership. The Complex Disability Equipment ClinicalReference Group was asked to makesubmissions to the CAG for the followingspecialist areas:• Specialist Wheelchairs/Seating• Environmental Controls• AAC/Communication Aids

• Prosthetics• Orthotics• Artificial Eye ServiceRecognising the role of the Posture & MobilityGroup, the Complex Disability Equipment CRGinvited representation from the organisation,and I drew the short straw! I’m a clinicalscientist working in rehabilitation engineering,and started my career with TaysideRehabilitation and Engineering Services in1986, when equipment was positively medieval.Much has changed, thankfully. Over the yearsI’ve worked in a number of wheelchair andseating services, and it has been reallyinteresting to see how different organisationsrise to the challenge of providing an invaluableservice that is badly underfunded. Othermembers of PMG are also on the group, butwere invited primarily because of their clinicalor managerial roles in the relevant serviceareas.The members of the Complex DisabilityEquipment CRG were very grateful for theenormous amount of work done by Linda Marksand Krys Jarvis to support the SpecialistWheelchairs/Seating submission prior to theCRG being established formally. Building ontheir work, we developed a specification thatwas submitted to the CAG for consideration.The CAG subsequently recommended that aservice for users of Specialist Wheelchairs/Seating should be commissioned nationally.Of the remaining specialist areas covered by theComplex Disability Equipment CRG, all exceptorthotics were recommended for nationalcommissioning.Information about the CAG recommendationscan be found on the Department of Health’swebsite (goo.gl/LzZMM). We’ve been advisedthat the service specifications should be in thepublic domain by mid-December 2012, so docheck the DH website for updates. 
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WHAT NEXT?Of course what we’re all passionate about isimproving the outcomes and experience for serviceusers. National commissioning should ensure thatconsistent standards are met across the country as allspecialised service providers will be working to thesame contract. The first challenge, as with all change,will be implementing the new arrangements withoutdestabilising services that are currently in place, andensuring a seamless service for users.As we move forward, there is more work to be doneby CRGs. The existing Complex Disability EquipmentCRG will continue to support commissioning ofSpecialist Wheelchairs/Complex Seating in the shortterm by:• Engaging with existing service providers and usersto tackle issues that might arise in the short andmedium term• Refining/clarifying the definitions and standardswithin the specification• Developing quality measures

However, there will be some re-configuring of the CRGsand their functions. A consultation about this is open asI write (14th November 2012). So, as usual, things maychange again before we’ve even got our heads roundthe last set of proposed changes. All we can do is takeevery opportunity to try to shape whatever future liesahead. If you wish to get in touch about any aspect ofthe CRG’s work, please feel free to contact me.
Additional reading1. On 19th October, Margaret attended a meetinghosted by London South Bank University, sharing theplatform with Krys Jarvis of the National WheelchairManagers Forum. The theme was “to help advantageand enable the skills of AHPs through NationalCommissioning”. Download the report at: goo.gl/ets8A2. For information about National Commissioning of
Specialised Services access goo.gl/bDBk7Read about the Specialised Services Commissioning
Innovation Fund in Section 89 of Commissioning
Intentions: goo.gl/dkOGL

AUTUMN MEETINGS
in SCOTLANDFirst of all, very many thanks to thePMG members in Scotland whowelcomed the committee membersand staff so warmly, and supported usthroughout our three day visit.The sun shone brightly as thecontingent travelled north fromEdinburgh to Perth on the third day, andthe autumn colours of Perthshire werespectacular to behold. Although thislovely photograph was taken furthernorth again, it gives a hint of the beautythat surrounded us on the journey. A bigthank you to Geoff Bardsley of the TORTCentre, Dundee, for the photography.
(SEE PAGES 37 and 38)

South Side of Loch Tummel, by Pitlochry
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